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ABSTRACT
Utility Scale Photovoltaic Plant Variability Studies and Energy Storage Optimization for
Ramp Rate Control
Rob van Haaren
A major challenge in integrating high penetrations (>20%) of solar- and wind-energy rests in the
grid’s ability to cope with the intrinsic variability of these renewable resources. Although such
high levels of penetration may be a decade or two away in most operating regions, we must find
measures to manage the variability of these sources, especially when conventional market-based
approaches are exhausted or ineffective. Furthermore, besides assuring reliability, effective
integration of high levels of solar- and wind-power can reduce the ‘hidden’ environmental costs
and emissions associated with larger than necessary backup capacity.
With large-scale PV plants (>250 MW) becoming significant generators on the grid in the near
future, system operators became concerned about the plants’ inherent variability, and questions
were raised regarding the predictability and reliability of the output from such PV plants.
In the first part of this research, the variability in the power output of six PV plants in the United
States and Canada, with a total installed capacity of 195 MW (AC), is characterized. A new
metric called the Daily Aggregate Ramp (DAR) is introduced to quantify, categorize, and
compare daily variability across multiple sites. With this metric, and by harmonizing for climatic
differences across the plants, we quantified the effect of geographic dispersion in reducing the
cloud-induced power fluctuations. In addition, the reduction in variability was assessed by
simulating a step by step increase of the plant size at the same location, using individual inverter

data. Our data analysis showed maximum ramp rates 0.7, 0.58, 0.53, and 0.43 times the plant’s
capacity for 5, 21, 48, and 80 MW (AC) plants, respectively.
After the variability in plant outputs was understood and quantified, we investigated algorithms
for operating Energy Storage Units (ESU) to perform ramp rate control at the plant level. This
task is designed to support proposed plans of grid balancing authorities to deal with ramps of
variable energy resources (i.e., solar and wind). ESUs can be used to mitigate penalty fees
caused by sharp ramps and perhaps allow for additional revenue streams by participating in grid
balancing markets (e.g. frequency regulation). Consequently, we focused on building and
optimizing ESU dispatch models for controlling ramp rates of individual PV plants within
predetermined levels. The model comprised dispatch strategies tailored to specific fast response
ESU technologies (e.g., flywheels, capacitors, batteries). The optimization involved trial and
error testing of different combinations of ESU technologies, power and energy capacities,
dispatch strategies and violation reduction requirements.
For four PV plants (5, 21, 30.24 and 80 MW) in various North American locations, we found a
required ESU power capacity of 2.2, 9, 12 and 22 MW respectively, to mitigate 99% of the
violations of a 10%/minute ramp rate limit. These ESU capacities may add capital costs of about
$0.35-0.63 per Watt PV for the 80 MW plant and $0.56-0.94 per Watt PV for the 5 MW plant.
Lowering the mitigation requirement to 90% reduces the necessary ESU power capacity (and per
Watt PV costs) to 1.1 MW ($0.27), 4.4 MW ($0.27), 6.4 MW ($0.27) and 10.8 MW ($0.18),
respectively. Curtailment of power at the inverter during upward ramps reduces the number of
violations even further and effectively decreases the necessary ESU capacity to approximately:
0.8, 3.1, 4.5, and 7.6 MW (for the 90% violation mitigation).

It is noted that the reported ESU capacity additions and associated costs are based on the
assumption of no forecasting or only a one-minute ahead forecasting of cloud-induced solar
variability. If forward time forecasting is available, the optimization we developed should result
in lower ESU capacity requirements as gradual ramp rate controls could be implemented in
advance. Another way to reduce the costs associated with ramp-rate controls is to use the ESU
for other revenue-generating activities, such as frequency regulation for which markets exist in
different operating regions (e.g. the Real-Time Market of the New York Independent System
Operator (NYISO)). Since ramp rate violations in the various facilities we studied, occurred in
less than 2% of the time during the year, such additional uses of ESUs are possible.
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1. Introduction
During the Industrial Revolution in the late 18th and early 19th century, inventions were made
that improved or provided new methods to extract coal from the Earth’s crust (notably advances
on Newcomen’s steam engine by John Smeaton and James Watt). This development drove the
price of coal down and stimulated the widespread use of the fuel with steam engines for
manufacturing, transportation and after 1880: electricity generation. Coal took over as the
primary source of energy across the globe in the early 20th century (before that, it was hydro and
biofuels), and was later joined by petroleum due to the adoption of cars and natural gas for home
heating and cooking. In the United States, fossil fuels provided 87% of all primary energy
demand over the last decade and they have dominated the U.S. fuel mix throughout the 20th
century (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2011a).
In the United States, the end-use sectors of primary energy demand are Electricity Generation
(40%), Transportation (28%), Industrial (21%) and Residential/Commercial (10%).

1

Figure 1-1: United States Sources and end-use sectors of energy in 2011 (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2011a).

As the main driving force of this modern world, coal, natural gas and oil have fueled an immense
technological and economic development that has dramatically improved the living standards of
the masses. However, these days the widespread consumption of fossil fuels great challenges and
risks.

1.1.

Energy and Sustainable Development

In 1987, the Brundtland Commission coined the term ‘Sustainable Development’ as:
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland 1987).
The use of fossil fuels for energy is not in line with the definition of sustainable development.
First of all, the rate at which we consume fossil fuels is much higher than the rate at which they
are replenished so mankind cannot rely on this source of fuel forever (Sorrell et al. 2010). The
2

2012 reserves-to-production ratio for oil, natural gas and oil was 53, 56 and 109 years, although
new proven reserves (90% certainty of economical extraction) can be added by exploration and
technological advances in extraction technologies (BP 2013).
Second, the combustion of fossil fuels results in the release of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other
volatile compounds (NOx, SOx, PM, and heavy metals) into the air. The increased atmospheric
concentrations of these pollutants cause a series of environmental impacts, including respiratory
health effects, ozone depletion and global warming. For these concerns, the extraction and
combustion of fossil fuels are deemed ‘unsustainable’.
Electricity generation makes up 40% of all primary energy demand in the United States (Figure
1-1) and is a key target for alternative methods of providing this energy. Renewable sources such
as wind and solar power are examples of alternatives that generate electric power and directly
offset generation of fossil fuel powered electricity elsewhere on the grid. In addition, the
electrification of the transport sector has great potential for significantly reducing its fossil fuel
consumption, as electric cars can be charged with renewable electricity sources.

1.2.

Renewable Energy Life Cycles and the Environment

‘Renewable’ energy refers to energy generated from sources that are continuously replenished at
a rate bigger than the use of the resource by human society. Currently, the majority of renewable
energy in the world comes from hydro, biomass and geothermal. However, wind and solar power
are growing rapidly and are expected to become major contributors of energy in the future. The
use of these sources does not result in direct emissions during operation and they will remain

3

available for a virtually infinite period of time1. Solar and wind resources are also abundant: we
would only have to cover 0.6% of land in the U.S. with solar panels or the state of Kansas with
wind turbines to meet the national electricity demand (Denholm and Margolis 2008; NREL
2012; Zweibel, Mason, and Fthenakis 2008).
To make a fair comparison of the environmental impact of solar and wind generated electricity
with conventional fossil fuel based electricity, we need to look at the complete life cycle of these
technologies. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a framework that is used to assess the
environmental impact of a product or service from raw material extraction to end-of-life disposal
or recycling. This holistic approach is very useful in the comparison of renewable and fossil fuel
based electricity, as the two have their principal environmental impact contributions in different
stages of their life cycle. Over the past decade, numerous studies have assessed life cycle impacts
of solar power systems and wind farms, although their assumptions and system boundaries often
differ. For that reason, efforts have been made to provide ‘guidance on assuring consistency,
balance, and quality to enhance the credibility and reliability of the results from photovoltaic
LCAs’ as part of Task 12 of the International Energy Agency Photovoltaics Power Systems
Programme (IEA-PVPS) (Fthenakis et al. 2011).
In the next paragraphs, a short overview will be given of the environmental benefits of renewable
electricity sources over conventional forms of electricity generation, in terms of emissions,
primary energy demand, water use and land use.

1

Solar, hydro and wind get their energy from the Sun, which is expected to be capable of supplying energy for
another 1 billion years (Smith 2008).

4

1.2.1. Emissions
The major environmental benefit of renewables over fossil fuel-based generators is that there are
virtually no emissions during the use-stage of the system, as there is no continuous fossil fuel
requirement as a source of energy. This limits the life cycle emissions from solar and wind
generated electricity to those related to raw material extraction, processing, manufacturing of the
infrastructure and the end-of-life scenarios.
1.2.1.1.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Two studies have used the IEA-PVPS guidelines to select and ‘harmonize’ greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission results from 109 thin-film (Kim et al. 2012) and 397 crystalline silicon PV LCA
studies (Hsu et al. 2012). Following the same harmonization approach, expanded to other
generating technologies and published a full comparison of life cycle GHG emissions from
renewable electricity generating technologies versus nuclear and coal. All renewables show life
cycle emissions 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than that of coal.
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Figure 1-2: Life cycle greenhouse gas emissions per kWh for electricity from different sources (in g CO2e/kWh). The
ranges represent the results from selected emission studies for each category (National Renewable Energy Laboratory
2013).

A closer look at the energy inputs during the life cycle of PV modules reveals that the majority
of energy inputs are electricity, which carries emissions depending on the ‘fuel mix’ of
generators in the grid. Every 1 m2 of multi-crystalline solar modules needs life cycle electricity
inputs of 248 kWh (Fthenakis and Kim 2010) of which the majority is supplied by fossil fuels. In
the future, higher PV and wind penetrations in the grid therefore will bring down the GHG
emissions even further.
1.2.1.2.

Heavy metal emissions

When considering heavy metal emissions in photovoltaic life cycles, it is important to distinguish
between direct and indirect emissions. Indirect emissions are from electricity inputs during the
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life cycle of the PV system, and direct emissions are those released ‘on-site’ during mining,
smelting, manufacturing and the end-of-life disposal.
Electricity generated from CdTe PV has direct Cd emissions from raw material extraction and
processing (0.015 g/GWh), module processing (0.004 g/GWh) and possible accidental releases
of Cd (0.001 g/GWh) (Fthenakis, Kim, and Alsema 2008; Fthenakis 2004). Both CdTe and
Crystalline Silicon PV have indirect emissions from their fossil fuel-based electricity inputs. For
CdTe these were found to be 10 times bigger than the direct emissions and for crystalline silicon
30 times that of the direct CdTe emissions, showing the importance of the source of electricity in
manufacturing solar PV systems.

Figure 1-3: Life cycle Cd emissions for PV systems compared to other electricity generation technologies. The PV
electricity production is assumed a Southern Europe average insolation of 1700 kWh/m2/yr, performance ratio of 0.8, and
lifetime of 30 years. Source: (Fthenakis et al. 2008).

Other heavy metal emissions such as arsenic, chromium, lead, mercury and nickel are emitted in
trace amounts, also as a result of electricity and fuel inputs into the system. The heavy metal
emissions from a coal-fired power plant with state-of-the-art air pollution control systems are 90300 times bigger than that of solar electricity on a per unit of energy basis.
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1.2.2. Primary Energy Demand
Primary energy demand in LCA is the total non-renewable raw energy taken from nature that is
necessary throughout the life cycle of the product or service (expressed in a ‘functional unit’).
This indicator is extremely important for solar and wind power generating system because the
total primary energy demand should be at least fully compensated by the total amount of primary
energy the system offsets during its lifetime. For these systems, one can calculate how long it
takes to ‘pay back’ for all primary energy inputs by calculating the ‘Energy Payback Time’ in
years from the following equation (Fthenakis et al. 2011):
Eq. 1-1

Where:
Emat
Emanuf
Etrans
Einst
EEOL
Eagen
Eaoper
ηG

Primary energy demand to produce materials comprising PV system
Primary energy demand to manufacture PV system
Primary energy demand to transport materials used during the life cycle
Primary energy demand to install the system
Primary energy demand for end-of-life management
Annual electricity generation
Annual energy demand for operation and maintenance in primary energy terms
Grid efficiency, the average primary energy to end-use electricity conversion
efficiency

The PV industry has shown remarkable development over the last decade in improving cell
manufacturing and design, lowering material (Emat) and manufacturing (Emanuf ) primary energy
inputs while increasing cell efficiency and therefore annual energy yield (Eagen). These
improvements have dramatically reduced the EPBT from ~40 years in 1970 to ~6 months in
2010 under U.S. Southwest solar irradiation (Fthenakis 2012).
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If we would apply this equation to fossil fueled generators, Eaoper includes fuel inputs and is
always bigger than Eagen because the system’s efficiency is lower than unity. In theory, a
generator that has a conversion efficiency ‘above grid average’ (> ηG) could have a calculable
EPBT because of the relative nature of this equation if Eaoper < Eagen ηG-1. However, if this is the
case, in practice the EPBT would likely exceed the system’s lifetime.
1.2.3. Water Use
Electricity generation from thermoelectric power plants accounts for approximately 41% of all
freshwater withdrawals in the United States; this is approximately 200 Billion Gallons/day
(Kenny et al. 2009). Nearly all of this is surface water used in once-through cooling systems to
bring the temperature of steam down after it has been passed through the turbine in the Rankine
thermodynamic cycle. Droughts and environmental impacts on local freshwater sources from
power plant cooling systems have led to stricter water use regulations for power plants in New
York and California (California State Lands Commission 2006; New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation 2011).
A consolidation of water use studies for electricity generation was made by (Macknick et al.
2011). This study summarized the findings for operational (not life cycle) water withdrawal and
consumption of electricity generation technologies from 51 studies, categorizing by power
generating and cooling technology. According to the USGS, “withdrawal” is defined as the
amount of water removed from the ground or diverted from a water source for use, while
“consumption” refers to the amount of water that is evaporated, transpired, incorporated into
products or crops, or otherwise removed from the immediate water environment (Kenny et al.
2009).
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The operational water withdrawal for electricity generating technologies is shown in Figure 1-4.
It is evident that the cooling technology is a better predictor for consumption of water than the
fuel type is. Renewable technologies such as solar PV and wind (not shown in graph) were
reported to have an operational water consumption of 0-33 gal/MWh and 0-1 gal/MWh, which
for solar depends entirely on whether the modules are being washed to reduce soiling losses2.

Figure 1-4: Operational water withdrawal in gallons per MWh for several power generation technologies grouped by
cooling type (Macknick et al. 2011).

This study focused solely on operational (on-site) water withdrawal and consumption and
disregarded any upstream water uses (for example in production of the solar modules). A
different study investigated both on-site and upstream water usage for electricity generation
2

The largest provider of modules for utility-scale PV systems does require washing of panels during project
operation. Their modules are frameless and have minimal soiling losses as they are cleaned during rain
(http://test.topazsolar.com/Resources/FAQ).
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technologies (Fthenakis and Kim 2010). The results (Figure 1-5) show water withdrawals
(L/MWh) of PV and wind technologies to be 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the most
common type of power plant in the U.S. (coal, once-through cooled).

Figure 1-5: Life cycle water withdrawals for electricity generation technologies (V. Fthenakis and Kim 2010).

1.2.4. Land Use
Solar and wind power are abundant resources. The Sun delivers more energy to the Earth in an
hour than we use in a full year. Wind is in turn derived from solar energy but still technically
capable of providing 5 times the global energy consumption (counting onshore wind only)
(Archer and Jacobson 2005). The map in Figure 1-6 shows the solar electric footprint for each
State in the U.S., based on 2005 population and electricity demand. In this study it was found
that the average ‘solar electric footprint’ per capita was 181 m2, meaning a solar array (of current
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technology) occupying that space would offset one American’s electricity consumption (includes
commercial and industrial electricity consumption as well).

Figure 1-6: Solar-electric footprint in the U.S., based on electricity demand and solar resource for each individual state
(Denholm and Margolis 2008). For each State, the green rectangle represents the surface area of solar array required to
offset the entire State’s electricity consumption.

Fossil fuel based generation such as coal has a seemingly low land footprint, as power plants
take up a relatively small surface area for its large power output. However, the picture changes
when life cycle land use is assessed, accounting for the direct (mining and fuel processing, plant
footprint) and indirect (land usage for materials and building infrastructure needed to operate the
mines) land transformed. The life cycle land usage for different sources of electricity can be
compared on a ‘surface area per energy unit’ basis (Figure 1-7), although in that case it is
important to define a finite time scope as the land used for solar and wind could virtually
generate electricity for ever (in the case of this study: 30 years, the PV system lifetime). Land
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usage for PV and wind would perhaps better be described with a ‘surface area per power unit’ as
their power source for that surface area will exist for virtually infinite time. In contrast, the
energy source from surface coal mines is exhausted after the fuel is extracted.

Figure 1-7: Life cycle land transformation of electricity generation technologies (Fthenakis and Kim 2009). For PV, a 30year lifetime is assumed with irradiation of 1,800 kWh/m2/year (U.S. average), 2,400 kWh/m2/year (Southwest), 1,120
kWh/m2/year (Germany). The estimate for wind is based on a capacity factor of 0.24 for California and 0.2 for Germany.

1.3.

Growth of Renewables

In the United States and the rest of the world, renewables have been growing rapidly over the last
decade. In the United States, the annual installed solar PV capacity has grown ~55% per annum
since 2001. In 2012, around 7.7 GW was added, with roughly a third of systems in the ‘utility
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scale’ category (ground-mount systems larger than 1 MW) (European Photovoltaic Industry
Association 2012).
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Figure 1-8: Cumulative year-ending installed PV capacity in the United States, 2002-2012. Data source: EPIA.org

The strong growth of solar can be attributed to cost reduction, induced by innovations and
national subsidy programs. The decrease in installed costs can almost entirely be attributed to the
drop in module prices, which fell from $5/Watt in 1998 to ~$0.7/Watt in 2013 (Feldman et al.
2012). Further cost reductions are targeted at non-module costs, and more specifically the
business process (or: ‘soft’) costs, which now make up ~50% of residential and commercial
installations (Ardani et al. 2013). The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) SunShot Initiative
aims to make PV cost competitive without incentives by reducing the cost of PV-generated
electricity by about 75% between 2010 and 2020 (Feldman et al. 2012).
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Cumulative installed wind capacity in the U.S. at the end of 2012 had surpassed 60 GW (Figure
1-9), with 5.3 GW installed in December 2012 alone. The reason for this surge in installations
was uncertainty in the extension of the Production Tax Credit (PTC), a $0.022/kWh incentive
that has been the major driver of the wind industry. This urged wind developers to finish
installation of wind farms before the year ended, resulting in a lull of finished installs in 2013.
Over the last 15 years, the U.S. wind industry has been plagued by this uncertain subsidy
environment: the PTC has been expired and extended by Congress four times over the last 12
years, bringing the industry down to its knees after soaring growth.
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Figure 1-9: Cumulative installed wind capacity in the United States (year-ending unless noted otherwise). Source: (NREL
2013).

When formerly uncompetitive sources of electricity reduce costs to an extent that their levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE) is equal to or lower than the grid electricity price, ‘grid parity’ is
reached. Both wind and solar have reached grid parity in some parts of the U.S. where electricity
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prices as well as resources are high. With further expected decreases in costs of wind and solar,
renewable electricity sources are reaching grid parity in other parts of the U.S. as well.
To put this growth in context, we can look at renewables’ share in the added capacity of all
generator types in the United States. Over the last decade, around 20 GW of generating capacity
were added each year. The year 2012 was an exception with 26.5 GW added, mainly because the
increase in wind capacity (13 GW) due to the earlier mentioned Production Tax Credit (PTC)
expiration. Wind and solar together took up 16.8 GW, or 63% of newly installed capacity (U.S.
Energy Information Administration 2012).
In 2012, wind and solar’s share in total electricity generation accounted for just 3.5% and 0.2%
of all electricity generation (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2013), partly due to their
limited capacity factors. However, with the aforementioned growth in wind and solar capacity
additions and set Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) goals, renewable energy capacity is
expected to grow further and become a major source of electricity in the United States and the
rest of the world.
Technological regime changes of such proportions are not trivial processes, even if the
environmental and social benefits are well understood and clearly desirable over the current
regime. Aside from stakeholders’ interests in the energy industry, sociological and technological
challenges exist in integrating these new power sources into the current infrastructure.

1.4.

Scope of this Research

This doctorate research effort research started with a study of integrating wind and solar
resources for electricity generation. Within this focus, a first paper was published on the
development of a Geographic Information System (GIS) site-selection tool for wind farms
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(Appendix A). The methodology used in the development of this tool applies to the site selection
of both wind and solar farms. The research focus was then extended to ‘grid integration of large
scale solar PV plants’, which started proliferating in the U.S. SW and other regions.
Grid balancing authorities are especially concerned about fast, cloud induced ramps from largescale PV plants and want to avoid potential frequency regulation issues on their grid. Since very
few >100 MW plants currently exist, a clear understanding of their potential ramp rates was
needed. Through collaboration with First Solar, we used minute-averaged power output data
from existing PV plants to analyze short-term plant variability (Section 3.3).
The emerging concern around large-scale plant variability has in some areas led to strict
requirements for ramping of PV plants: the Puerto Rico Power Authority (PREPA) included a
ramp rate limit to their requirements for large-scale PV facilities. This rate is currently set at 10%
of the rated capacity per minute although PREPA has not yet disclosed full details of the
regulations (PREPA 2011). Also, the California ISO is currently working on a market-based
solution for ramps called the ‘Flexible Ramping Product’ where costs will be allocated to
generation and load in accordance with cost causation principles (CAISO 2011).
In the context of these regulations, we developed original algorithms to smoothen PV output
fluctuations using different types of storage systems. The results of this study provide valuable
insights into the energy storage capacity requirements for handling cloud-induced PV plant
power fluctuations (Chapter 5).
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2. The Electricity Grid
The electricity grid is a complex network of power lines, designed to transport energy from
suppliers to loads. In its normal configuration, power plants feed electricity into the high-voltage
(>100 kV) transmission grid, which transports the energy to demand centers where the voltage
gets stepped down to deliver power to individual customers on the distribution grid (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: Simplified diagram of the electric grid transmission and distribution system (U.S.-Canada Power System
Outage Task Force 2004).

The majority of transmission systems are Alternating Current (AC), as opposed to Direct Current
(DC), because it is easier and more cost-effective to step AC voltages up or down with
transformers 3 . However, some long distance transmission is done with High Voltage Direct
Current (HVDC) lines, where the reduced line losses make up for the higher upfront capital
costs.
The U.S. electricity grid of today is a conglomerate of many smaller grid systems that were built
in the late 19th century, each regulated by separate utility companies. The grid eventually grew
into three major ‘Interconnections’ on which all power plants operate synchronously at the exact
same frequency. They are the Eastern Interconnection, Western Interconnection and the Electric

3

In the late 1880’s the so-called ‘War of Currents’ happened between DC and AC proponents George Westinghouse
and Thomas Edison on the DC side and Nikola Tesla on the AC side (McNichol 2006).
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Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). In Figure 2-2, the interconnections are shown as well as
their North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) regions.

Figure 2-2: Overview of the three major Interconnections in the U.S. and one in Canada. Each Interconnection has one or
more NERC sub regions (Texas Office of Public Utility Counsel n.d.).

Some 130 balancing authorities within these regions oversee operation of the high voltage
transmission grid and take action when contingencies (plant or equipment outages) occur
(Kaplan 2009).
Supply and demand of active power on the grid must always be in balance, or the grid frequency
will deviate to far from its set point

(50 or 60 Hz, depending on locale), causing connected

appliances to shut down or get damaged. A sudden drop in generation or increase in load leads to
a decrease in system frequency (ω) and vice-versa. Because it is unpractical to measure all
network loads continuously to balance supply, the system frequency is used as a pseudo-
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indicator for the instantaneous balance on the grid. Generators providing frequency control use
this to control their output as shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Feedback (frequency) control system for a Rankine cycle based generator. The steam flow valve is used to
counteract changes in system frequency (Horvát and Csernai 2007).

Balancing supply and demand is a complex task, as it requires continuous control of all
connected generators. Since the beginning of the electric grid, operators worked with a reliable
and controllable supply of power to satisfy the 'uncontrollable4 demand side of the balance. Any
fluctuations in demand are balanced by changing the power output (ramping) of coal, gas and oil
fired generators that are capable of delivering power when needed. Because loads in the energy
market can be forecasted with great accuracy, the predominant concern of grid operators are
contingencies such as unscheduled plant and transmission line outages. However, the increasing
number of variable generators (VG) on the grid is causing the supply side of electricity to be
more unpredictable, as their power output is considered ‘non-dispatchable’. This will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

4

Smart grid initiatives (discussed in Chapter 4) are changing the ‘uncontrollable’ nature of electricity demand by
introducing incentives to change power demand.
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In order to comprehend the effects of variable generation on the grid, a detailed understanding of
the electricity markets is necessary.

2.1.

Energy Markets

Energy (or: Electricity) markets are analogous to any classic economic market, where the price is
set through the dynamics of supply and demand. However, electricity markets are geographically
constrained by the reach and limitations of the transmission grid as power lines can only carry a
limited amount of current. For this reason, large grid systems such as NYISO, PJM and ERCOT
split their entire system up into smaller markets at major nodes or zones, each of them
establishing a price for each time unit (usually by the hour). This is called nodal pricing, or
Locational Based Marginal Pricing (LBMP). Imbalances of supply and demand on single nodes
can be overcome by importing electricity from other zones, as long as it is within the power flow
constraints of the system. For example, the NYISO grid in New York State is split into 11 zones.

Figure 2-4: Locational Based Marginal Pricing (LBMP) in New York State is achieved by splitting up the entire grid
system into 11 separate zones, each with their own electricity market. Source: www.reliant.com
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The balancing of supply and demand on the grid is achieved through generator bidding in
markets that operate on different timescales. Throughout the U.S., there may be slight
differences among deregulated markets, but in big lines they are the same. Figure 2-5 shows an
example of how generators are dispatched to follow the actual load as close as possible. Using
day-ahead and hour-ahead load forecasts for hourly resp. 5-minute periods, the Hourly Schedule
(red line) and Load Following (LF) 5-minute schedule (purple areas) are made. Any differences
between the LF and actual load (pink areas) are settled in the ancillary services market, which
will be discussed in Section 2.2.

Figure 2-5: Electric power dispatch example showing the 1-hour (Day-Ahead) and 5-minute (Load Following) schedule
(CAISO 2010).

For the purpose of illustration, the NYISO will be used as an example to show how the
scheduling and dispatch of generators works. The NYISO has a day-ahead and a real-time
market for energy. In addition, they handle transmission of electricity traded through bilateral
contracts where transactions are made between buyers and sellers directly. According to their
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website, roughly 50% of all energy traded is bilateral (outside of NYISO’s markets), 48% is
through the day-ahead market and the real-time market accounts for 2%.
Figure 2-6 shows the dispatch planning at NYISO in order of timescale (longest to shortest time
horizon). The Seasonal and Week-Ahead scheduling programs are for bilateral contracts and
scheduling long term base load power and are outside the scope of this work, we will therefore
focus on the Day-Ahead and Real-Time energy markets.

Figure 2-6: Overview of scheduling markets for electricity production on the NYISO grid system. Source: nyiso.com

2.1.1. Day-Ahead Energy Market
At the core of the NYISO day-ahead energy market operates the so called ‘Security Constrained
Economic Commitment and Dispatch’ (SCUC), which takes load forecasts and generator bids as
inputs and solves for the lowest cost solution that meets the system’s reliability needs (Johnson
2010).
For each day of operation, the NYISO requires generators from all zones to send in bids (MW
for $/MWh) for each hour of the day. The deadline for this is 5am, the day before dispatch. After
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the deadline is reached, the SCUC ranks all generator bids based on their bidding price and fills
up the load forecast of each hour of the day starting from the cheapest bidder, taking into account
transmission line limits.

Figure 2-7: Uniform clearing prices are determined in the NYISO by setting the LBMP equal to that of the generator
bidding the last MW needed to fulfill the load forecast. Source: www.nyiso.com

For example, in the first column of Figure 2-7, all generators that provided bids under the
Uniform Clearing Price (UCP) of $40 are scheduled to output the power that was included in
their bid. The generator that set the clearing price ($40) is scheduled to provide the remaining
power of the load forecast. This is done for all 24 hours of the day and the schedule and LBMPs
are posted by 11am, 6 hours after the bid deadline.
2.1.2. Real-Time Energy Market
The real-time market (or: ‘Load Following’) in NYISO consists of the Real-Time Commitment
(RTC) and Real-Time Dispatch (RTD) programs. The RTC deals with any discrepancies
between the day-ahead forecast and a more accurate 15-minute period forecast for the operating
hour that is made 75 minutes ahead of dispatch. It makes binding commitment decisions for the
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periods beginning 15 minutes and 30 minutes after the scheduled posting time of the RTC, for
generators that can respond in 10 resp. 30 minutes.
The RTD program establishes real-time schedules on a more granular (5-minute) basis after
RTC. It makes dispatch decisions, sends base point signals to internal generators (and demand
side resources) and calculates real-time market clearing prices for energy, operating reserves, and
regulation services (New York Independent System Operator 2013). The RTD program executes
every 5 minutes with a 50, 55, or 60-minute look-ahead horizon, and posts its results on the fiveminute clock times.

2.2.

Ancillary Services

Ancillary services in electricity grid systems consist of Regulation and Reserves.
2.2.1. Regulation
After the hourly and 5-minute schedules are dispatched, additional resources are needed to
regulate supply and demand from moment-by-moment balance changes (pink area in Figure
2-5). In order to achieve this, operators like the NYISO rely on regulating resources which can
quickly adjust their output. They effectively regulate the system frequency and this market is
therefore often referred to as: ‘Frequency Regulation’. Any sudden changes to the balance of
supply and demand are first dealt with by dispatching Regulating resources through sending of
an Automatic Generator Control (AGC) signal to participating generators.
2.2.2. Reserves
In order to ensure reliability of the grid during unexpected line or plant outages, balancing
operators schedule spinning (10-minute response) and non-spinning reserves (30-minute
response) to be available during such events. Together they are the total Operating Reserves
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(Northeast Power Coordinating Council 2007). The reserve capacity requirements differ among
balancing operators, but the NYISO ties the amount of reserves to the largest contingency:
“At all times sufficient total 10-minute reserve is maintained to cover the energy loss due to the
most severe Normal Transfer Criteria contingency within the NYCA or the energy loss caused
by the cancellation of an interruptible export transaction (NYCA to neighboring control area)
whichever is greater.” (Kirby 2003)
After a contingency occurs (e.g. a plant outage), a sequence of responses is triggered (Figure
2-8). First, frequency regulating generators provide as much power as they can to cover as much
power as possible while the 10-minute and 30-minute reserves are signaled and dispatched. As
spinning reserves are increasing their power output, frequency regulation output is reduced.
Then, the 30-minute operating reserves take over from the spinning reserves until the outage is
resolved or other generators are scheduled to compensate for the plant outage.

Figure 2-8: Sequence of responses to a contingency event (Kirby 2003).

The state-of-practice grid operations outlined above are important when we investigate regime
changes such as the upcoming ‘era of renewables’ that balancing authorities are facing. Aside
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from that, we have to characterize the variability that comes with these variable generators and
find means to deal with that challenge.

2.3.

Generators

Supply side participants of the Energy and Ancillary services markets are primarily generator
operators5 and it is these grid components that will balance any increased variability caused by
renewable energy sources.
2.3.1. Peaker plants
As was mentioned in section 2.1.1, the market clearing price of electricity is set by the marginal
price for the last MW to meet the load. During peak load hours (typically on hot summer
afternoons), a large percentage of the generator fleet is dispatched, including ‘peaker plants’
which are more expensive, less efficient and more polluting than conventional generators. These
plants set a high electricity clearing price for all energy delivered in that time period and it is
therefore economically desirable to prevent their dispatch. Renewables have the potential to
eliminate the need for peakers and therefore effectively reduce the market clearing price and
mitigate emissions. Solar PV is more effective at doing this than wind in most operating regions,
as demand is typically A/C-driven and the solar resource has a higher correlation with
temperatures than the wind resource does. This is shown in section 3.2.1, with data from the
California ISO.
2.3.2. Load following plants
Gas turbines and Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGTs) are normally used to follow the
variation of demand throughout the day. Gas turbines operate under the Brayton cycle, have little
5

This is gradually changing with the upcoming ‘Smart Grid’, where infrastructure changes are made to allow for
energy storage and demand response sources (sometimes referred to as ‘negawatts’) to become participants in
conventional markets.
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thermal inertia and are therefore capable to cycle and ramp quickly (10-30 minute startups,
~8%/min ramping) (Deutch and Moniz 2011). CCGTs include a Rankine cycle to recover the
waste heat from the Gas Turbine exhaust. Their startup time depends on whether the boiler is in a
hot or cold state and may take 60-80 minutes, but the addition of a bypass stack allows them to
start up as fast as conventional GTs by bypassing the Rankine phase (Cosijns and D’haeseleer
2006).
Additional ramping and cycling is expected when uncontrollable variability on the grid expands
to the supply side, i.e. high penetrations of wind and solar. Load following plants have the
ramping and cycling capabilities for this, but they do suffer from increased wear and lower
efficiencies under these conditions. However, the two market leaders in the gas turbine industry,
General Electric and Siemens, are developing ‘advanced open cycle gas turbines’ and combining
multiple smaller units in the same power plant, so to reduce heat rates throughout the entire
operating range and to decrease start-up times (Hinkle et al. 2011; Siemens 2011).
2.3.3. Baseline plants
Baseline generators using the Rankine cycle (nuclear, coal) are built to operate at their maximum
or near-maximum output 24 hours a day and are expensive to ramp or cycle as this incurs
physical wear due to their high thermal inertia. A study on annual non-fuel unit O&M-costs
published by Intertek APTECH concluded that specifically sub-critical coal fired units are most
expensive for load following as well as for hot, warm and cold starts (Besuner et al. 2012). Their
cost assessment includes 20 years of data for 8 different types of power plants.
During ERCOT low load - high wind events in 2009, coal plants needed to be ramped down
because load following plants were already operating at their technical minimums (Deutch and
Moniz 2011). Sometimes, this results in zero or even slightly negative electricity prices, as coal
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plants cannot be turned off economically and reliably overnight and started up the next day. The
operator would then prefer to leave the plant running at minimum output and even pay to do that.
With more renewables connecting to the grid, events like these are expected to occur more often.
The impact of renewables on base load generators strongly depends on the total nameplate
capacity of the base load fleet and the output-load correlation of the renewable energy sources,
similar to described earlier for peaker plants. The higher the correlation, the fewer impacts on
base load generation.
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3. The Variability Challenge
As discussed in Chapter 2, the electric grid system and its market operations were designed to
deal with variability of demand and supply on different timescales, primarily by dispatching
controllable generators. Now, the grid is changing: more renewable, variable generation (VG) is
entering the market that cannot be controlled by a central dispatch station 6 , making it more
challenging for controllable generators to keep the grid in balance. To deal with this challenge, it
is important to more closely investigate the variability of the solar resource and how this impacts
the electricity markets described before.
Solar resource (or: irradiance) variability can be categorized into three groups: Seasonal, Diurnal
and Cloud-induced variability (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1: Categories of irradiance variability.

The seasonal and diurnal variability are described with a set of geometric equations, describing
the Earth’s orientation towards – and movement around the Sun. This yields the extraterrestrial
6

Recently, ‘Grid-Friendly’ PV plants equipped with sophisticated control systems were installed, that can control
power output to any set point lower than what the present solar resource allows (Morjaria and Anichkov 2013).
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radiation for the specified geographical location and day/time of year. The ratio of ground to
extraterrestrial radiation is defined as the ‘clearness index’. It includes scattering and absorption
of sunlight due to elements present in the atmosphere (even under clear sky conditions), as well
as clouds. The first effect can be estimated by calculating the distance sunlight travels through
this air mass. Clear sky irradiation can therefore be predicted with very high accuracy.
Clouds are the main driver of short term variability in solar resource and the primary cause of
concern for grid reliability in high solar penetration scenarios. Irradiance measured at a single
point can change by 500 W/m2 (0.5 Suns) in 10 seconds (Mills et al. 2011). However, since PV
systems cover a larger area than a single point, the aggregate output of geographically dispersed
sensors is more appropriate. Several studies have shown that resource variability greatly reduces
when increasing the covered area (Hoff and Perez 2010; Mills and Wiser 2010; Perez et al.
2011), and our study concludes that this can be seen already within a single multi-MW PV plant
(van Haaren, Morjaria, and Fthenakis 2012).
Because of the absence of inertia in the energy conversion chain of PV systems, power output
fluctuations yield the same rate of change as the resource itself. This is different in wind turbines,
where a sudden change of wind speed affects the torque τ on the blades with inertia I. In turn,
this results in a rotational acceleration:

and with I being significant for a wind turbine’s

blades, their power output profiles are smoother than the variable resource (Ran, Bumby, and
Tavner 2004).
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3.1.

Seasonal Variability

The solar resource varies seasonally due the inclination (23.45o) of the Earth’s polar axis to the
plane of its orbit around the Sun. The declination angle is the angle of deviation of the Sun from
directly above the equator and is equal to:

[

Eq. 3-1

]

with n being the day of the year. The declination causes the solar altitude angle α (angle between
the sun and the Earth’s surface) to be higher in the summer than in the winter. For example, in
the Netherlands (at latitude 52.3o) the highest solar altitude angle is at solar noon on the summer
solstice (June 21st) and equal to: (90-52.3)+23.45 = 61.15o . The lowest altitude angle at solar
noon is on December 21st, and equal to (90-52.3)-23.45 = 14.25o. Aside from seasonal
differences in the Sun’s altitude angle, the declination also impacts the number of daylight hours
throughout the year; for example in the Netherlands, winter days are almost 9 hours shorter than
summer days.
In addition to the seasonal variation due to the Earth’s declination, the Earth’s distance from the
Sun varies slightly throughout the year (due to its elliptical orbit), as described by the following
equation:
{

[

]}

Eq. 3-2

This causes a small variation in the extra-terrestrial solar irradiance received by the Earth
(highest around January 4th and lowest around July 5th), which can be described by the following
equation:
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Eq. 3-3

(

)

With davg being the mean distance from the Earth to the Sun over the year (1.496 * 108 km).
Combining Eq. 3-2 and Eq. 3-3 yields I0 to vary between ~1,320 W/m2 to ~1,415 W/m2.
Depending on what hemisphere you’re on, this will slightly counteract (northern hemisphere) or
amplify (southern hemisphere) the seasonal variations due to inclination.

3.2.

Diurnal Variability

3.2.1. Load correlation of wind and solar
The correlation of (hourly) output from variable energy resources with the electricity demand is
of great importance to the impact on base load as well as peak load generators. In A/C driven
demand profiles like in California, high demand typically happens on hot, sunny days. In
essence, the same cause that drives high electricity demand can also drive higher generation of
solar power. Two previous studies determined grid limits of solar capacity in Texas (ERCOT
grid) and New York State as a function of grid flexibility (Denholm and Margolis 2007;
Nikolakakis and Fthenakis 2011). The higher the correlation, the less the variable energy source
curtails base load generators. In addition to this, there is a benefit in reducing dispatch of peak
load generators. To show this effect and more importantly the difference between wind and solar
profiles, data published by the CAISO was analyzed in Matlab (CAISO 2010).
The data analyzed was from CAISO’s 2020 ‘Trajectory Case’ scenario of their 33% Renewables
Portfolio Standard, which assumes 9.2 GW of wind, 4 GW solar thermal, 3.9 GW utility scale
PV and 2.8 GW of distributed (small scale) PV. Hourly production data were published for all
these sources as well as expected electricity demand. Data was prepared based on historical
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measurements from one year so that correlation effects (high temperatures and electricity
demand typically occur during times of high solar irradiation) were kept intact.
Of particular interest were the high and low load hours (left and right ends of the Load Duration
Curve). The impact of different generating technologies on peaker plants can be observed in
Figure 3-1 below.
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Figure 3-1: Peak hours (typically during hot summer hours) of Load Duration Curves for CAISO 33% RPS Trajectory
Case scenario (left) and 15 GW of each variable energy source (right) to show normalized effectiveness of reducing peak
load. Data source: (CAISO 2010)

If we assume equal nameplate capacities for each technology being added to the system (15
GW), we can compare their effectivity in reducing peak loads (right side of Figure 3-1).
Distributed and utility scale PV was found to be the most effective at reducing peak loads from
all VERs, bringing the peak hour net load on thermal generators down 7 GW (almost half the
nameplate capacity). Wind, as expected on these high temperature and likely low-wind hours,
only reduces load by 2.5 GW (1/6th of nameplate).
On the other end of the Load Duration Curve (Figure 3-2), we would ideally see no reduction of
the load on thermal generators to spare undesirable curtailment of base load generators.
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Figure 3-2: Low load hours of the CAISO Trajectory Case scenario minus 1 GW (left) and 15 GW (right) of different
variable energy generators. Data source: (CAISO 2010)

Only wind shows a decrease in lowest load hours of the LDC in the 1 GW scenario, as most low
load hours are during the night when solar has no output. However, from 5 GW solar (8% of
peak load) and up, solar output during low load hours (daylight) starts curtailing base load
generators. At 15 GW, solar output during low load weekend mornings reduce load on the
thermal fleet below the load duration curve of 15 GW of wind.

3.3.

Cloud Induced Variability

Cloud induced variability of solar power is a key driver in increasing the cost of integrating solar
power into the electric grid because additional system resources are required to maintain the
grid’s reliability. In this study, we characterized the variability in power output of six PV plants
in the United States and Canada with a total installed capacity of 195 MW (AC); it is based on
minute-averaged data from each plant and the output from 390 inverters. We use a simple metric,
‘Daily Aggregate Ramp’ to quantify, categorize, and compare daily variability across these
multiple sites. With this metric, the effect of geographic dispersion is observed, while controlling
for climatic differences across the plants – see Section 3.3.3. Additionally, we characterized
variability due to geographical dispersion by simulating a step by step increase of the plant size
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at the same location. We observed maximum ramp rates for 5-, 21-, 48-, and 80-MWAC plants,
respectively, as 0.7-, 0.58-, 0.53-, and 0.43-times the plant’s capacity.
3.3.1. Background
A major challenge in integrating high penetrations (>20%) of solar- and wind-energy rests in the
grid’s ability to cope with the intrinsic variability of these renewable resources. Germany and
Denmark, respectively, already generate 9% and 22% of their electricity from wind- and solarpower and have found means to address these challenges, viz., by relying on strong grid
interconnections with other countries, and flexible thermo-electric generators to provide backup
when necessary (Danish Energy Agency 2010; German Energy Ministry 2011). Although such
high levels of penetration may be a decade or two away in most other operating regions, we must
find measures to manage variability, especially when such mitigation approaches are unavailable
or ineffective. Further, besides assuring reliability, effective integration of high levels of solarand wind-power can reduce the ‘hidden’ costs and emissions associated with larger than
necessary backup capacity.
A mechanism of markets operating on different timescales maintains the balance between supply
and demand in most electricity grid systems. First, there is the day-ahead market, wherein hourby-hour generation is scheduled based on load forecasts for the next day. Then, there is the realtime market that, in the NYISO, opens 75 minutes before the operating hour and serves to
balance the latest intra-hour load forecasts (typically 15 minutes). These two comprise the socalled ‘Energy Markets’. To maintain reliability of the grid, additional markets exist to deal with
short-term fluctuations that the energy markets do not capture, such as the demand response- and
ancillary services-markets. The ancillary services, in turn, consist of ‘Reserves’ and
‘Regulation’, where the spinning and non-spinning ‘Reserves’ accommodate unexpected outages
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of lines or generators (contingencies), while ‘Regulation’ manages short-term variability in
demand and supply.
Variability of solar resources is subdivided in long-term and short-term fluctuations. Studies of
the former focus on the diurnal cycle and the required portfolio of generators in the grid
(typically with hourly data). Previous researches assessed the renewable penetration limits of
current grid systems (Ekman 2010; Lew et al. 2010; Nikolakakis and Fthenakis 2011; Ummels et
al. 2007), and scenarios with energy storage (Denholm & Margolis, 2007).
Short-term variability studies use second-to-minute averaged data to investigate the effect on
operating reserves and frequency regulation. When the short-term variability of solar- and windpower is no longer masked by the load variability, grid operators must increase system operating
reserves and regulation services to maintain the grid’s reliability. This approach, in turn, raises
the operating costs associated with integrating PV-renewable energy into the grid. The actual
increase in cost depends upon various factors, including the grid’s size and inherent flexibility,
and the aggregated variation of all the renewable energy in a grid-balancing area (General
Electric, 2010).
With the projection of large-scale PV plants (>250 MW) becoming significant generators on the
grid in the near future, system operators started discussions on how to deal with the plant’s
inherent variability. The backbone of these discussions is based on assessments of plant
variability gleaned from irradiance sensors data or relatively small (~5 MW) existing plants.
Extrapolating these point source data to multi-MW plants may not be valid because the effect of
geographic dispersion from large scale plants was not assessed. Because of the potential impact
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of the uncertainty arising from these studies, it is important to analyze the ramp rates recorded
from operating multi-MW plants and compare them to published findings.
To what extent renewable-electricity sources will affect the grid is restrained by their inherent
variability and the extent to which their output can be forecasted. Low short-term variability and
high predictability of ramps are desirable for minimizing the extent of regulation and the amount
of reserves required.
In scenarios of high solar- and wind-penetration on the grid, generation-side variability is
expected to dominate the load variability and drive the need for higher level of regulation.
Forecasting can play a crucial role here; expected ramps can be dealt with by controlling the
dispatch of conventional generators. Several vendors utilize weather models to develop 1-48hr
forecasts for PV-plants on varying time-averaging periods with accuracy sufficient to aid grid
operators in maintaining reliability. However, short-term cloud-driven changes in solar-plant
output (tens of seconds to minutes) are hard to forecast. As more renewable sources of energy
become part of the generator portfolio, characterizing variability and forecasting will become
key components of balancing of supply and demand of power on the grid. In this section, we
start with the characterization of solar plant output variability, which is a contributor to the
aggregated output variability of all plants in a balancing area. In Chapter 5, we will discuss the
development of an Energy Storage dispatch algorithm to overcome these ramps.
A central term in this study is the ‘ramp rate’ (RRΔt), defined herein as the change in power
output of a PV plant or irradiance sensor over two consecutive periods of the duration Δt. In this
study we use power outputs (or irradiance values) that are averaged over 1 minute. We also use 1
minute as the time interval (Δt) for ramp rate calculations. The units used for the RR are on a
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per-unit basis, i.e., 1 p.u. = rated plant AC capacity, and for irradiance sensors: 1 p.u. = 1,000
W/m2.
3.3.2. Previous Studies on Solar Variability
The short-term variability of solar power has recently garnered much attention because the
installed capacity is increasing very rapidly, and the technology is on its way to become a
significant part of the generator portfolio (power capacity) of several countries, notably Germany
(12%, 2010), and Spain (4.3%, 2010)(German Energy Ministry 2011; Red Electrica De Espana
2010). Fine time-resolution data is needed for these studies because hour-by-hour data does not
capture such variability (Gansler, Klein, and Beckman 1995). Early studies relied on irradiance
measurements (Jurado 1995; Suehrcke and McCormick 1989), converting them to clearness
indexes as a universal indicator. This index embodies the quotient between Global Horizontal
Irradiation at ground level (GHIground), and the extraterrestrial irradiation (GHIet).
There are many ways in which variability of power output can be characterized. A common
approach is to use the standard deviation of power output (or clear sky index) changes for a
certain averaging interval over a period of time, as described in (Mills and Wiser 2010). The
highest ramps are sometimes described by looking at the 99.7th percentile value, which is, in a
normal distribution, three standard deviations from the mean (‘3σ’). Mills et al. found the 1-min
standard deviation and 99.7th percentile values to decrease from respectively 0.08 and 0.58 for a
single site, to 0.02 and 0.09 for all 23 sites studied (20 km to 440 km apart).
More recently, output variability was derived from satellite imagery by Hoff and Perez, allowing
the collection of high-frequency data for a large number of points on the map (Hoff and Perez
2010). Although the Perez model is bound by its one-dimensionality and its inability to deal with
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evolving cloud fields, it gives a useful relationship between the ‘zero-correlation crossover
distance’ and the sampling interval for short-term variability.
Previous studies have shown that geographical smoothing already occurs when comparing an
irradiance sensor’s ramps to those of a small 30 kW plant (Stein 2010). This is in line with
findings from Mills et al. and Perez et al., where the correlation of irradiation at pairs of sites was
found to decrease with distance. Some studies that employ irradiance ramps as a proxy for plant
output ramps disregard the fact that many utility-scale PV plants have inverters with limited
capacity, limiting the PV power they can feed to the grid. For example, if irradiance reaches
above clear-sky levels due to reflection from clouds, it is included as a ramp rate, while the
actual inverter’s output may not exceed its own power limit. Also, irradiance sensors do not
capture the influence of the modules’ temperature and spectral response on power output unless
special adjustments are factored in.
Observed or modeled ramp rates from published studies on variability using multiple data points
or single large scale plants are summarized in Table 3-2. Five of these nine studies looked at the
variability of operating PV plants. Wiemken et al. assessed the 5-minute averaged output
changes of 100 PV systems across Germany (600 x 750 km2)(Wiemken et al. 2001). Hansen
investigated the variability of a single 4.6 MW utility-scale plant in Springerville AZ, on
timescales of 60-, 15-, 4-, 1-minutes, and 10 seconds (Hansen 2007). A ‘cloudy’ winter day was
chosen to analyze fluctuations in output, resulting in ramp rates of up to 0.46-, 0.3-, 0.5-, 0.45and 0.3-p.u./min, respectively.
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Table 3-2: Data types of published variability studies and the observed extreme ramp rate for all data points. 1-minute
averaged data is used, unless otherwise noted*. Ramp rates for irradiance data is denoted as fraction of 1 Sun (1,000
W/m2 = 1 p.u.).

Study

Data Type

Data points

Time scale
(smallest)

Distance
(km)

(Wiemken et al.
2001)
(Kawasaki et al.
2006)
(Curtright and Apt
2008)

PV systems (1 – 5
kW)
Irradiance

100

5-min

few - 750

Observed Extreme
Ramp Rate
(p.u./min)*
0.05

9

1-min

1.3 - 5

0.212

PV systems: 121 –
228.5 kW (part A) and
4.6 MW (part B)

3 trackers (A)
and 1 fixed
(B)

110 - 280

(Murata,
Yamaguchi, and
Otani 2009)
(Kankiewicz,
Sengupta, and
Moon 2010)
(Mills and Wiser
2010)
(Lave and Kleissl
2010)
(Hansen 2007)
(Perez et al. 2011)

PV systems (0.12 –
5.6 kW) & Irradiance

52

Part A: 10min
Part B: 10sec
1-min

Part A: 0.41 per 10min
Part B: ~0.50 (1min data)
-

PV system (25 MW)

6 blocks
(trackers)

10-sec

-

0.2

Irradiance

23

1-min

20 - 440

0.2

Irradiance

4

1-min

19 - 197

PV system (4.6 MW)
Irradiance & Satellite
(virtual networks)
PV system (13.2 MW)

1
24

10-sec
20-sec

-

0.12 (based on 5min data)
~0.50 (1-min data)
-

1 (tracker)

1-sec

-

0.50 (1-min data)

(Lenox 2009a)

few 1000

At the time of writing, four publications included output data from multi-megawatt systems: two
reported on the 4.6 MW Springerville PV plant (Curtright and Apt 2008; Hansen 2007), one on a
25 MW tracker plant in Florida (Kankiewicz et al. 2010) and one on a 13.2 MW tracker plant in
Nevada (Lenox 2009b).
Our study is based on data from six utility-scale PV plants with an AC capacity between 5-80
MW, located in the Southwest of the United States and Southeast of Canada. These plants utilize
First Solar’s CdTe thin-film modules and BOS-technologies. The goal of this study is to identify
a way to estimate the variability of planned projects (even beyond 80 MW) and present this to
the Independent System Operators. To determine what characterization of variability in generator
output is most useful for ISOs, we interviewed a Renewable Integration Specialist at the
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California Independent System Operator (Blatchford 2011). He agreed that a variability
classification of days would be useful in projecting what effect a planned project will have on
balancing of supply and demand on the grid. In this study we propose a method to do this.
3.3.3. Daily Aggregate Ramp
In previous publications (Hansen 2007; Mills and Wiser 2010; Mills et al. 2011; Perez et al.
2011), researchers quantified variability using different methods for single days, qualitatively
denoting them as, for example, ‘a very cloudy day’ or ‘a highly variable day’. The expected
ramp rates from a normally operating utility-scale PV plant are a function of timescale, time of
day, the plant’s shape and size as well as cloud coverage and movement. To account for impact
of cloud coverage and movement we present a quantitative metric called the Daily Aggregate
Ramp (DAR) to characterize daily variability in a utility-scale plant. This metric can be used to
compare observed ramp rates from plants in different locations, and of different sizes by
selecting days with similar DAR values.
The DAR is the sum of the absolute step changes of sequential irradiance measurements I over
one day, divided by , a constant equal to 1,000 W/m2 (or: one Sun). Theoretically, one could
apply an infinitesimal sampling rate and yield the dimensionless DARdt:
Eq. 3-4

∫| |

However, only minute-averaged irradiance data was available and the DAR therefore becomes:

∑
with

|

|

Eq. 3-5

being the minute-averaged irradiance (W/m2) of a single Plane Of Array (POA)

irradiance sensor at time , and

the constant equal to one Sun (1,000 W/m2). It is evident that
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the DARminute may not capture all intra-minute fluctuations and therefore yields a less accurate
DAR.
Also, a single irradiance sensor is chosen for this metric rather than the plant’s output so that the
plant’s size and shape does not influence the DARmin.
On a perfectly clear sky day, one can expect a DARmin of ~2; i.e., the irradiance climbs to ~1,000
W/m2 at solar noon, and then drops back to 0 W/m2 in the evening. Upper bound days show a
DARmin of 70-80. Days were classified into five categories, ranging from very stable days
(Category 1) to highly variable ones (Category 5).
-

Category 1:
Category 2:
Category 3:
Category 4:
Category 5:

DARmin < 3
3 ≤ DARmin < 13
13 ≤ DARmin < 23
23 ≤ DARmin < 33
33 ≤ DARmin

The categories are somewhat arbitrary, but are expected to be representative. The DAR metric
has limitations regarding the fact that peak clear-sky irradiance values vary throughout the year,
as well as the length of day (winter days have lower clear-sky peak POA irradiance and are
shorter than summer days). Because of this, the first DAR category was set to include days with
DAR < 3 instead of DAR < 2. Figure 3-3 illustrates a Category 1 day and Category 5 day.
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Figure 3-3: Minute-averaged irradiance sensor measurements at the 21 MW plant in California, for a) a ‘Category 1’ day,
and b) a ‘Category 5’ day, both in April 2011. The DARmin are 2.4 and 53.1, respectively.

We note that completely overcast days show very small ramps (sometimes DARmin < 1), so, like
days with a clear sky, they fall under Category 1. To account for overcast days, a special subcategory was created and presented in the results.
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The distribution of days over DARmin categories indicates the variability observed at a specific
location. Depending on the size of a planned project, this information would be helpful for grid
operators in assessing the system reserves required on the grid. A closer look at fluctuations in
plant output for each DARmin category is given, thereby providing insight into the anticipated
ramp rates from plants of different sizes.
We note that because this metric summarizes ramp rates for a whole day, the character of
individual one-minute ramps is lost. Thus, when we consider two dips in irradiance
measurements of the same magnitude (A and B), they can contribute the same amount to the
DARmin, but dip A could be much steeper than dip B (for instance, because of a higher cloud
velocity). Also, because the DAR is based on a minute-by-minute basis, it does not capture
higher frequency events.
3.3.4. Ramp Rates and Geographic Dispersion
In studying the effect of PV systems on the grid, we must consider variability in the output of all
grid-connected PV systems located in a system operator’s service area. Several studies have
detailed the effect of geographic dispersion on the output variability of many smaller systems or
irradiance sensors. Thus, Wiemken et al. found that the highest 5-minute ramp rate for a single
system was 52% of system capacity, while 100 systems, together totaling 243 kW, showed ramp
rates up to only 5% of the total capacity (Wiemken et al., 2001). Murata et al. (2006) introduced
the term ‘output fluctuation coefficients’: The ratio between the maximum observed ramp rate in
a certain time window, over the standard deviation of ramp rates in that same time window. As
the number of systems increases, the coefficient reaches an asymptote depending on the width of
the time window, and the season. Besides that, pair-wise correlations of PV-system ramp rates
were derived from the data; they were shown to be close to zero, even for distances around 50
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km. In fact, 1-minute ramp rate correlations already had declined to 0.12 for two inverters within
a single plant (Mills et al. 2011). As ramp rate correlations on a per-minute basis drop
significantly over sub-km distances (Mills et al. 2011), multi-MW PV systems also exhibit some
degree of geographic dispersion. In fact, when plants extend beyond the size of fast-moving
cumulus clouds, variability is reduced as the clouds cover only part of the array. Another effect is
that clouds often do not move fast enough to completely cover a plant from one time interval to
the next, as we discuss later in this section. With a 290- and 500 MW-plant under construction, it
is important to assess what variability can be expected from them. Other multi-MW plants were
shown to exhibit extreme (minute) ramp rates of up to 50% for a 4.6 MW system (Hansen 2007),
and 45% for a 13.2 MW system on a ‘highly variable day’ (Mills et al. 2011). Kankiewicz et al.
(2010) assessed variations in the output of a 25 MW 2-axis tracker system in Florida, recording
minute-averaged ramp rates of up to ~20% during a single day’s output. Of course, comparing
these PV plants is questionable because the systems differ in shape, size and panel orientation.
Furthermore, the clouds’ shape, size, and velocity are not specified, so climatic conditions cannot
be compared; nevertheless, the trend clearly suggests that their size is important.
Hoff and Perez introduced the term ‘dispersion factor’ ( ), a dimensionless variable capturing
the relationship between PV-fleet length ( ), cloud velocity (V), and the used time interval (

).

It is defined as the number of time intervals needed for a cloud to pass over the entire PV fleet in
excess of unity (Hoff and Perez 2010).
Eq. 3-6

Three regions of geographic density were defined (crowded, limited, and spacious) and one
optimal point, where

equals the number of systems (N) in the fleet. An example is presented to
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validate the model for the Springerville plant, where Hansen (2011) observed a 50% 1-min ramp
rate. Assuming a size of 420 m by 420 m for the 4.6 MW plant (L = 420 m) and
the authors concluded that with an average wind speed of 3.5 m/s (

= 60 seconds,

becomes 3), the observed

Relative Output Variability would be 60%. However, extreme ramp rates typically are known to
occur with high cloud velocities (> 20 m/s). If a modest value of 7 m/s were used for their data
validation, the model would predict a Relative Output Variability of ~80% for this plant.
A simple estimate of extreme ramp rates for a single plant with capacity

is made by looking

at how much the plant’s time-averaged output ̅ is reduced from being completely unshaded to
being (partly) shaded. For rectangular-shaped plants, the highest ramp rates can be expected
when a hypothetical cloud, bigger than the array itself, is moving in the direction parallel to the
shortest side, , of the plant [meters], with a velocity

in m/s. The power output

will

change linearly, with a slope ̇ [MW/s]:
Eq. 3-7

̇
Where

and

are the per-unit power outputs under zero-shading- and fully shaded-

conditions (typically 1 and ~0.15, respectively, depending on spectral response of modules). The
power output will continue to drop until the whole array is shaded (

),

yielding the following equation:
Eq. 3-8

We note that for events with ⁄

, the cloud cannot cover the whole array within a single

time interval, thus the per-unit ramp rate is less than
output over time interval

, we get extreme ramp rates
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. Averaging the power
[MW]:

̅

Eq. 3-9

With,

̅
For

∑

Eq. 3-10

, the average power output is equal to

⁄ , and the maximum per-unit ramp

rate becomes
Eq. 3-11

In Figure 3-4 and throughout the rest of the paper,
time interval

is plotted on a per-unit basis with

, as a function of and . The parameters

and

, respectively,

are set to 1 and 0.15, based on observed plant outputs under those conditions. Smaller plants ( <
500 m) already show a steep increase of
shortest side

at small cloud velocities, while for plants with

, the graph depicts a more linear dependency on V, with its slope

decreasing as L increases. For the 80 MWAC plant, which measures approximately 2,000m by
2,200m, cloud velocities of 30 m/s may yield ramp rates of up to 0.4 p.u./min, or 32 MW.
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Figure 3-4: Extreme Ramp Rate (RR) as a function of cloud velocity (V) and the shortest side of plant (L) for a
hypothetical cloud moving over the array in direction parallel to L. Parameters
and
, respectively, are set to
1 and 0.15, and the interval over which power is averaged ( ) is 60sec.

The upper boundary of

is chosen based on the cloud speeds of 95 km/h (26.4 m/s) that were

reported by Perez et al. for a single day in the Atmosphere Radiation Measurement (ARM)
network (Perez et al. 2011) and from cloud velocities reported by others (Horváth and Davies
2001). We hypothesized that the ramp rates from the simple model overestimate the observed
ramp rates due to the following shortcomings:
First, complete shading of arrays with

by a single cumulus is rare because single

cumuli become less common with increasing size (Plank 1969). In addition, the model assumes
that the incoming cloud has a perfectly flat front and uniform obliqueness, exerting the highest
possible ramp rate at the prevailing cloud velocity, although such clouds are unlikely to occur for
high values of . Also, in measuring plant output, we must consider that there is a probability
related to the location of a cloud shadow at the beginning of an interval. Finally, shortcomings
exist in the model related to plant morphology and prevailing wind directions, as it cannot assess
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other shapes of PV plants besides rectangular ones. Accordingly, the ramp rates illustrated in
Figure 3-4 are likely to overestimate those actually observed. This model can be refined by
including distributions of cloud size and accounting for different shapes of plants.
Since plants are of multi-MW size, and are constructed with a uniform MW-array approach as
discussed in the data-section below, it is possible to describe the effect of geographic dispersion
at a single site for different sized plants. Similar to Kankiewicz et al. (2010) and (Lenox 2009b),
where variability was described for a stepwise increasing amount of capacity, our study follows
an approach called the ‘inverter shells method’, wherein variability is described with an
increasing number of 0.5 MW inverters. We delineate this method in Paragraph 3.3.6.2.
3.3.5. Data
Data were collected for six multi-MW First Solar PV plants, four of which are located in the U.S
Southwest, and two in Ontario, Canada. We collected minute-averaged power plant output,
single inverter output, and data from weather stations (with Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI)
and Plane-of-Array (POA) irradiance sensors).
Table 3-3: Overview of sources of PV plant data used in this study.

AC Capacity
[MW]
80

State

Country

# days in data

South Ontario

Canada

560

48

South Nevada

USA

369

30.24

North New Mexico

USA

233

21

South-East California

USA

537

10

South Nevada

USA

547

5

South Ontario

Canada

200

Construction of these plants covers multiple phases, in which blocks of power come online as
they are completed. Total capacity therefore is built up in steps until the whole plant is
completed. Unfortunately, not all plants were online for a full year at the moment of data
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collection. However, the first half of 2011 (January 1st - June 30th) sketches a good comparative
picture of plant variability at different sites.
Plant output data is stored in units of kW from one or more energy meters (EM) per plant. Other
plant data includes data from weather stations, which provide: ambient temperature, barometric
pressure, wind speed/direction, precipitation, and Global Horizontal and Plane-Of-Array
irradiance in W/m2 (±2%).
Besides the complete plant outputs, data were collected at the inverter level (~0.5 MWAC units)
allowing us to model sub-plant output, as we show later by the ‘Inverter Shells method’. The
plant structure is as follows: a plant consists of multiple Power Conversion Stations located in
the center of PV arrays of about 1.2 MWDC. A Power Conversion Station consists of two ~500
kWAC-inverters that feed a single transformer. Each inverter is connected to four combiner boxes
that congregate currents from 14 harnesses. In turn, each harness comprises 15 strings of 10
modules. The dimension of the sub-array connected to a single inverter is typically 50 meters
latitudinally by 250 meters longitudinally (Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5: Outline of the 1 MW (AC) arrays at the 48 MW PV plant. The inverters are the lowest level at which data is
collected.
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3.3.6. Methodology
As a first step, we employed minute by minute POA-irradiance data from a central weather
station to calculate the DAR values for each plant-day. We excluded days with data-errors from
the categorization to prevent them from skewing the distribution. In the following, the
assessment of plant output variability is outlined.
3.3.6.1. Plant Output Variability
The data was processed in MATLAB (version: 7.11.0) using a modular approach, as summarized
in the flowchart below. The source code for the variability assessment can be found in Appendix
B.

Figure 3-6: Schematic overview of data processing, starting with raw output from the plant, and irradiance
measurements from the central data server. The results are depicted as histogram plots and Cumulative Distribution
Functions (CDF).

First, the data were checked for consistency and completeness, and days with data errors were
flagged during the data-validation process. The next module was to create Cumulative
Distribution Functions and Histograms of Ramp Rates for a selected plant-month, including the
DAR averages to indicate variability in that month. Then, times when power output > 0 kW were
defined as daytime. Finally, the ramp rates of these output values were calculated and normalized
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with plant capacity. Finally, the results were plotted in logarithmic-scale histograms and
cumulative distribution functions.
3.3.6.2. Inverter Shells Method
An ‘Inverter Shells Method’ is introduced to investigate reduction in variability due to
geographical dispersion with increasing plant sizes. This method has an advantage over studying
ramp rates from different sized plants located in completely different areas because weather
conditions within the same plant will be the same (as will be the modules, inverters and
transformers).
Starting with the output profile of an array connected to a single inverter (0.5 MW), shells of
inverters are added in each step, resulting in multiple Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF)
(Figure 3-7). We kept the aspect ratio of each of the ‘sub-plants’ the same (1:5), thereby
counteracting the effect on ramp rates from a prevailing wind direction.
In the 48 MW plant, eight steps were performed in this fashion, with the last step counting 8 by 8
arrays with 0.5 MWAC inverters; i.e., a capacity of 32 MWAC.
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Figure 3-7: Top view of the 48 MWAC plant. Every rectangle represents an array connected to a single inverter (0.5
MWAC). The shells method is outlined starting from Step 1 in the bottom-right corner. With every step, variability is
characterized as the plant grows bigger. Red dots represent weather stations where irradiance sensors are located.

3.3.7. Results
3.3.7.1. Daily Aggregate Ramp
Using the five DAR categories introduced in Section 3.3.3, we characterized the variability at
each plant. Table 3-4 details the resulting distribution, with incomplete datasets denoted with
‘(i)’. It reveals that the irradiance ramp-rates differ with the prevailing climate at each location.
The 21-MW plant showed 49% ‘Category 1’ days in 2011. The 80 MW and 5 MW plant located
in Ontario, Canada, showed only 16 and 17% of low variability days. However, only about a
quarter of those ‘Category 1’ days indeed were clear sky days; the rest was overcast.
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Table 3-4: Daily Aggregate Ramp values for a single irradiance sensor in all PV plants studied. All the data are expressed
as % of plant capacity. The bottom row displays the number of days with clean data for these locations.

Year:
Capacity (MWAC)
Cat. 1 Clear Sky
Cat. 1 Overcast
Cat. 2
Cat. 3
Cat. 4
Cat. 5
#Days

2010
21
41%
1%
29%
16%
7%
7%
336

30.24 (i)
19%
1%
39%
28%
4%
7%
67

48 (i)
43%
2%
20%
19%
9%
8%
176

10
32%
2%
28%
19%
10%
8%
349

2011 (i)
80 (i) 21
30.24
4%
49% 16%
10% 0% 0%
33% 21% 34%
19% 16% 23%
14% 10% 13%
20% 4% 14%
358
201 166

48
34%
1%
24%
17%
12%
11%
193

10
33%
1%
24%
17%
13%
13%
198

80
4%
12%
37%
20%
13%
14%
202

5
4%
12%
39%
20%
10%
16%
200

It should be noted that the irradiance database for the 30.24 MW plant was not complete in April
and June ’11. This likely resulted in fewer clear sky Category 1 days than actually occurred.
3.3.7.2. Irradiance sensors vs. plant output
Many studies employed irradiance-sensor data as a proxy for plant output (Table 3-2). However,
this method is not yet validated with measured plant data. With First Solar’s original data, we
investigated how ramp rates observed from single- and dispersed-irradiance sensors at Plane of
Array (POA) compare to the plant’s ramp rates. In Figure 3-8, we display the per-unit output of
these sources for a 35-minute time span at the 48 MW facility on May 19th, 2011 (The red dots in
Figure 3-7 show the locations of the five irradiance sensors within the plant).
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48 MW plant - Minute-averaged power and irradiance curves - 5/19/2011
1.2

Power (p.u.)

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
375

1 Irr. Sensor
5 Irr. Sensors
Plant output
5 Irr. Sensors clipped
380

385

390
395
Minutes after Sunrise

400

405

410

Figure 3-8: Plant output (1 p.u. = 48 MWAC) compared with the output of a single irradiance sensor, five aggregated
sensors and five aggregated sensors ‘clipped’ down to 1,000 W/m2. The ‘smoothing effect’ of adding more sensors is
apparent as the plant’s output curve is approached. However, it also shows that both the single and aggregated irradiance
sensor curves overestimate the plant’s peak output).

The per-unit output of five irradiance sensors aggregated is a much better indicator of the overall
plant output than that of a single sensor, even though the values above and close to 1 p.u. deviate
more from plant output. As we introduced earlier, this happens because the AC output capacity
of the inverters is limited and a momentary higher irradiance does not result in higher AC output.
Accordingly, it is appropriate to clip irradiance of each sensor to 1,000 W/m2 if that level is
surpassed.
Figure 3-9 illustrates the improvement by using ‘clipped’ irradiance data; where we compare the
output data for the 48 MW plant for January-June 2011 with a single irradiance sensor, five
sensors aggregated, and five sensors aggregated after they were clipped individually. Overall, the
unclipped data overestimates the plant’s highest ramps by 5-10% while the clipped version
approximates within a 3% error.
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Minute-averaged plant and irradiance ramp rates, 48 MW plant, 2011
1
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0.6
0.7
Ramp Rate (p.u.)
Ramp Rate (p.u./min)

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

Figure 3-9: Cumulative Probability Distribution showing the highest 0.5% ramp rates observed from the whole plant (48
MWAC), a single irradiance sensor, five sensors, and the five sensors clipped down to 1000 W/m2 for all daytime data of
January-June 2011.

3.3.7.3. Inverter Shells Method
Figure 3-10 displays how variability declines as an increasingly bigger sub-plant at the 48 MW
plant is monitored. In eight steps, the sub-plant’s output is increased from 0.5- to 32-MWAC
using the inverter shells method introduced earlier.
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Minute-averaged Ramp Rate CDF: Shells Method - 48 MW plant, 2011
1
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0.8
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1

Figure 3-10: Cumulative Probability curve showing the effect of plant size on observed extreme ramp rates as a fraction
of plant capacity. Results are obtained from applying the Inverter Shells Method to the 48 MW plant, using data from
January-June 2011.

As the plant grew from 0.5- to 32 MW, the standard deviation of daytime 1-min ramps decreased
from 0.059 to 0.032 p.u./min. This drop is not as significant as observed in Mills et al., where the
standard deviation decreased from 0.08 to 0.02 p.u./min when variability from 1 site was
compared to that of 23 sites. This is expected, because the distance between sites in the latter
study is much bigger than the distances between inverters in the single plant studied here. The
observed maximum ramp rate fell from 0.87- to 0.67-p.u./min, while

(i.e. at 0.997

probability) dropped from 0.56- to 0.24-p.u./min. This ramp rate reduction observed within a
single PV plant is in line with findings from previous studies (Lave and Kleissl 2011; Mills et al.
2011). The lower reduction in

compared to

reflects the effect of the

occurrence of cloud velocity and its influence on ramp rates of different sized plants, as shown in
Figure 3-4. We note, however, that a cloud velocity of 7 m/s already suffices to cover the plant
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with

in the last step (32 MW). In the future, we will be able to apply this technique to

bigger plants, and obtain a better idea of how extreme ramps are reduced beyond

.

3.3.7.4. Observed plant ramp rates
The common practice for showing the magnitude of ramp rates is by plotting histograms or
CDFs of absolute values. Figure 3-11 shows a histogram of daytime ramp rates observed at the 5
MW and 80 MW plants. Both are located in the same area of Ontario, Canada, so weather
difference effects are expected to be minimal. The 80 MW plant exhibits relatively less variation
compared to the 5 MW plant. Because of symmetry observed in histograms, it is suitable to use
CDF curves for displaying ramp rates; the latter approach will be used throughout the rest of this
paper.

Ramp Rate (%/min)

Figure 3-11: Ramp rate histograms for the 5 MW and 80 MW plant, March 2011. The horizontal groupings apparent in
the regions of high ramp-rates indicate the number of occurrences, with the lowest representing 1 occurrence, then 2, 3,
etc.

Some second by second data was made available for the 5 and 80 MW plant and Figure 3-12
gives an overview of the observed power output ramps from these plants in daytime of May
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2011. The second by second data shows lower relative ramps compared to minute data, as was
concluded by previous studies (Lenox, 2009; Mills et al., 2011).

Second and Minute Ramps - May 2011
1

Cumulative Probability

80 MW (1sec)
80 MW (1min)
5 MW (1sec)
5 MW (1min)
0.995

0.99

0.985
0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Absolute Ramp Rate (p.u.)

0.4

0.5

Absolute Ramp Rate (p.u./min)

Figure 3-12: Second and Minute ramps observed from a 5 and 80 MW plant in Ontario, Canada.

After the DAR categories were defined, plant ramp rates were analyzed for each separate
category. Figure 3-13 shows the occurrence of ramp rates for each category at the 80 MW plant,
2011; the highest ramp rate observed (

) was 0.47 p.u./min, or 38 MW/min. Although

we do not know what the cloud velocity was at that time, this value is in line with the theoretical
maximum observed in Figure 3-4.
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Minute-averaged ramp rate CDF by DARR category - 80 MW plant, 2011
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Figure 3-13: Using the DAR categorization based on a single irradiance sensor, the ramp rates at the 80 MW plant are
visualized with Cumulative Distribution Functions for each category of day in the period Jan – Jun, 2011.

As would be expected, we observe that the curves shift to the right with increasing DAR
category. Still, the highest observed ramp is not from a ‘Category 5’ day; in this case, it
happened on a ‘Category 4’ day. This is because the DAR summarizes overall variability only
for a single day, and does not account for shorter times with marked variability. The DAR
therefore gives a probabilistic indication of what ramps can be expected on that particular day.
Our next logical step was to plot another cumulative probability distribution, now with the plant
output data from all sites. The results, obtained on the most variable days (Category 5: DARmin ≥
33) are displayed in Figure 3-14.
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Minute-averaged ramp rates - Cat. 5 days - All plants, Jan-Jun 2011
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Figure 3-14: Cumulative Probability Function of observed ramp rates across all plants in the portfolio for ‘Category 5’
days (DAR > 33) in Jan - Jun of 2011. For reference, we show the curve of ramp rates observed from a point irradiance
sensor at the 80 MW plant.

During ‘Category 5’ days, the benefit of geographic dispersion becomes apparent especially for
plants with a capacity beyond 30 MW. Observed maximum ramp rates from the 80 and 48
MWAC plants are ~0.4 p.u./min and ~0.5 p.u./min, with the first showing only two occurrences of
ramps above 0.34 p.u./min. In Figure 3-15,

are plotted as a function of the plants’

shortest sides, . According to the basic model introduced earlier, the

for plants with

= 3,000 m (> 150 MW) would generate ramps of up to ~0.2 p.u./min at 25 m/s cloud velocity,
further decreasing as

increases. For now, we set two arbitrary cloud velocities to show the

effect of L on

, but a follow-up study is needed with cloud velocity data to validate the

effect of V and L together.
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Observed maximum ramp rates at (sub-)plants - Jan-Jun 2011
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Figure 3-15: Observed
for different sized plants and sub-plants using the inverter shells method and
The two lines represent the theoretical maxima from Figure 3-4, for V = 35 m/s and 25 m/s.
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= 60s.

4. Dealing with Variability
Unless the demand of electricity would perfectly correlate with the generation profiles of wind
and solar power, the seasonal, diurnal and short-term variability needs to be dealt with somehow.
As was discussed in the last two chapters, the electricity grid is designed to deal with the inherent
variability of either supply or demand and can therefore manage at least some penetration level
of wind and solar power without making a noticeable increase in grid operation costs. This
penetration level depends on many factors, including but not limited to: the portfolio of
generators in the grid, transmission capacity and geographic distribution of the solar and wind
capacity.
However, grid authorities need to plan in advance for scenarios of higher penetration levels in
order to maintain reliability of the grid when conventional balancing capacities are exhausted.
Ongoing research paths have proposed several ‘grid upgrades’ that can be utilized to manage one
or more of the solar and/or wind variability timescales, but it is likely that a mix of these
solutions will be implemented. In this chapter, we are listing these solutions and will go over
each of them.

4.1.

Forecasting

Accurate forecasting of (changes in) both supply and demand of electricity in a grid system is
beneficial in the operation of the energy market and ancillary services, as it reduces costs and
emissions related to backup capacity.
On the demand side, complex algorithms that incorporate auto-regressive moving average
models (ARMA), pattern matching, neural networks and fuzzy systems are utilized that predict
the day-ahead electricity demand (Bitar, Khargonekar, and Poolla 2011). Inputs to these
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algorithms are temperature and irradiance forecasts as power demand is mainly driven by space
heating and cooling loads. This combined with historical load data for that weekday and special
events (e.g. Super Bowl half-time) is used to come up with the day-ahead power demand
predictions. The norm for electricity demand forecasts with a lead time of up to 6 hours ahead
are univariate models (i.e. without weather forecasts) (Taylor, de Menezes, and McSharry 2006)
but for lead times of a day or longer weather prediction models (taken from one source or an
ensemble of predictions) are necessary to achieve high forecasting accuracy (Taylor and Buizza
2003).
As was mentioned in Chapter 2, variability on the supply side of the grid in the past consisted of
unexpected outages of generators, for which spinning reserves provide backup. Expected outages
(e.g. plant maintenance) however are basically variability events that are forecasted with 100%
accuracy and can therefore be managed within the market bidding process itself. Now however,
wind and solar are becoming or are expected to become a significant portion of the generator
portfolio of grid systems, bringing more variability to the supply side. Forecasting of their output
can support the integration of these variable power sources. Wind power forecasting has become
a major area of research over the last decade, as wind power penetration levels have increased to
21% (Denmark), 18% (Portugal) and 16% (Spain)7. Combining multiple forecasting methods for
wind power into one was shown to improve overall accuracy (Boyle 2007) so virtually all stateof-the-art models now incorporate multiple models with different data sources and methods (both
physical and statistical) into one model (Decision and Information Sciences Division 2009).
Benchmark studies such as (Ramirez-Rosado et al. 2009) have compared performance of

7

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_power_by_country
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forecasting models (“FORECAS”, “SGP”) versus a persistence forecast (wind speed and
direction assumed to remain the same as it is when forecast is made), as shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: RMS errors of two wind power forecasting systems studied versus the persistence model for power output
forecast of a 21.6 MW wind farm. The forecasts are made at Day 1: 08:00 hours for each hour up to 72 hours ahead.
Source: (Ramirez-Rosado et al. 2009)

As was discussed in Chapter 3, the nature of short-term solar variability is different from that of
wind. Minute-averaged output variability can be much larger for a solar farm than for a wind
farm because there is no inertia in the energy conversion process of solar as opposed to wind (in
rotating wind blades). For many distributed small PV systems, aggregated short term output
variability is attenuated compared to a single PV system of that capacity due to the effect of
geographic dispersion. Grid operators are therefore especially concerned about large-scale PV
systems operating under cloudy conditions. Forecasting of these short term power output
fluctuations involves tracking individual clouds, for which ground-based sensors are necessary
(satellite images have insufficient resolution: 3x3 km, sometimes 1x1 km). Some work has been
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done on this topic using “Sky Imagers”, camera’s taking periodic pictures of the sky from which
cloud shape and velocity can be derived (Chow et al. 2011).
On a longer timescale (hours to days ahead), Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models are
used. Solar PV output forecasts for over 170,000 PV systems in the CAISO grid are made by
Clean Power Research, which uses hourly images from a geostationary satellite (GOES). The
service called ‘SolarAnywhere’ provides hourly forecasts up to 7 days ahead using cloud motion
algorithms combined with NWP. The algorithms for this model are developed and maintained by
Dr. Perez at the University of Albany (SUNY) and current work is on improving the forecasts to
higher spatial and temporal resolutions – down to 1 km and 1 minute (Glassley et al. 2011). An
initial validation of results for 6 months of hourly data from 1,048 PV systems yielded a Root
Mean Average Error (RMAE) of 4.9% (Hoff 2013). Since residential PV output effectively
reduces the net load on the grid, these models are critical to conventional load forecasting models
in determining day-ahead net loads on the dispatchable generators.

4.2.

Transmission

By connecting multiple (random) variable generating (or demand) sources, aggregated variability
decreases. The root of this lies in the Bienaymé formula which shows that the variance of the
mean of n uncorrelated variables (each with variance σ2) is equal to σ2/n.
As was shown before, on short timescales output correlation approaches zero over distances of a
few kilometers: the cumulative output of several PV systems in the same operating region
therefore show relatively much smoother power output time series compared to that of one
system.
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Theoretically, global interconnection of PV systems could counteract the diurnal and seasonal
fluctuations of the solar resource. Using 30 years of satellite based daily irradiation data, one
study assessed the benefit of long-distance interconnection of solar PV systems in conjunction
with energy storage (Perez and Fthenakis 2012). The model showed that the marginal cost of
electrical energy storage needed to compensate for 100% of the solar resource variability
decreased by 63.9% when distributing and interconnecting PV across a 5000 km radius around
Madrid, Spain.
Projects such as Desertec8 aim to overcome seasonal variability by interconnecting the sun-rich
deserts of Northern Africa with the power load centers of Europe, although political and
economic barriers need to be overcome to make that a reality.

4.3.

Demand Response

The conventional approach to managing variability is to adjust the power output of generators on
the grid. However, the introduction of information and communication technologies to grid
operations has given rise to a concept called Demand Response (DR) - as part of the umbrella
term: ‘The Smart Grid’ - where dispatchable load elements on the grid can adjust their demand
for electricity in order to support balancing the grid. Typically these are electricity loads that
have some energy buffer that they supply into or do not have an immediate need of completion,
e.g. the thermal mass of air inside a refrigerator or a house, or the water inside your house’s
water heater or a load of dirty plates in a dishwasher.
Demand Response programs exist across all timescales on which electricity markets operate, for
the purpose of lowering electricity consumption during 1) high wholesale prices (peak load); 2)

8

http://www.desertec.org/
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when system reliability is in jeopardy (emergency load shedding), and 3) for frequency
regulation purposes. All major U.S. ISO’s have DR programs in place, and most of them require
a minimum capacity in order to become a market participant (Rahimi and Ipakchi 2010). Big
industrial players can enter the market with large electrical machinery and/or cooling loads they
have, while smaller residential DR sources need to be aggregated before they can participate.
The amount of dispatchable loads on the grid is enormous: candidates are appliances with short
cooling cycles, such as A/C’s, water heaters 9 and refrigerators (for frequency regulation)
(Sanandaji et al. 2013), but also upgrades that allow for longer term storage, capable of
performing peak shaving and emergency load shedding (e.g. ice storage 10 and thermostats 11 ,
respectively). The latter would prevent dispatch of expensive ‘Peaker Plants’ described in section
2.3.1.
In addition, the adoption of plug-in hybrid and full electric vehicles (PHEV / EV) can provide an
additional ‘dispatchable load’ when cars are plugged into the grid. Usually, when vehicles are
plugged in, they recharge to 100% as quickly as possible, even though the vehicle owner may not
need the available driving range right away (e.g. overnight). They can potentially opt in to get a
custom recharge schedule that benefits the electric grid while still having their car fully charged
by the time they leave for work. Taking this one step further – allowing the EV to feed energy
back into the grid -, or: Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), will be discussed in more detail in the ‘Energy
Storage’ paragraph.
The broad spectrum of possible DR applications can support the integration of variable energy
resources such as wind and solar power in addition to providing flexibility during transmission
9

http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-water-heater-as-grid-battery-version-2.0
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/cold-cash-for-ice-energy
11
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/opower-launches-behavioral-demand-response-program
10
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line outages and sudden load increases. Grid operators are working to put the infrastructure in
place in order to incentivize these activities.

4.4.

Grid Energy Storage

The holy grail of the energy industry is cheap and high-efficiency energy storage. It is already
more cost-effective to use energy storage for frequency regulation purposes compared to
conventional methods (Thijssen, Enslin, and Trail 2007) and it can reduce the need for major
new transmission grid upgrades. In addition, energy storage methods can yield great
environmental benefits as an alternative method of providing spinning reserve or curtailment
which could improve the efficiency of infrastructure and reduce emissions caused by wasteful
excess capacity and lowered heat-rates associated with excessive plant cycling (U.S. DOE
2013).
Numerous (variations on) energy storage technologies are currently under development, and six
technologies have so far been deployed and connected to the grid (as >1MW projects). Energy
storage capacity on the U.S. grid is dominated by pumped hydro (95% - 23.4 GW) and the
leftover 5% is split up by thermal energy storage, batteries, flywheels and compressed air energy
storage (U.S. DOE 2013).
These installed capacity numbers are expected to increase as both market and legislative forces
are pushing for more energy storage capacity: In February 2013, the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) determined that 50 MW of energy storage capacity needs to be installed by
2021 in the Los Angeles area. Later that year, they set procurement targets for 1,325 MW of
storage for the California, and other States are expected to follow this example. In Germany, a
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regulatory regime is being established for residential energy storage incentives after the
country’s vast increase in solar PV installations12.
Virtually all of the currently installed energy storage capacity is in larger, centralized systems.
But both the Californian and German energy storage initiatives include incentives geared
towards smaller, decentralized energy storage capacity ‘behind the meter’. According to IHS
Research, German households that already have PV installed on their roofs can increase their
self-consumption from around 30% to 60% with the addition of an energy storage system12.
Another noteworthy movement in decentralized energy storage is that of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G):
when an electric car is not in use, its battery can be perfectly used for ancillary service markets
on the grid. The difference with a custom recharging schedule (Paragraph 4.3) is that in this case
the power flow can go the other way: the battery feeding power to the grid. The challenge is to
do this without compromising the car owner’s comfort in the available driving range of the car’s
battery and proving the right monetary returns for making available one’s car battery for grid
balancing. Research groups, specifically one at the University of Delaware, have worked on the
fundamental behavioral and economic principles of such a system and developed a pilot project
(Kempton and Tomic 2005a, 2005b; Kempton et al. 2009).
As a side project of this research, an extensive statistical analysis was done on the driving habits
of the American people (on a National and State level) to give an overview of what percentage of
trips can be covered with a fully charged electric car (van Haaren 2011). Also, the study provides
insights into the impact on the grid of switching to EVs by 1) the expected increase in electricity

12

http://cleantechnica.com/2013/09/12/german-energy-storage-plan-could-trigger-new-market-boom/
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demand from the conversion to electric cars, and 2) a temporal outline of when electric cars are
expected to be connected to the electricity grid and available for V2G support (Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-2: Percentage of U.S. cars parked as a function of day of the week and hour of the day. Data source: (U.S.
Department of Transportation 2010). The full report is available online13.

The adoption of electric cars could go hand in hand with the increase in solar PV installations, as
interesting synergies exist between the two. With at least 93% of used cars parked during the
day, and at a rated 75 kW per vehicle (~100 horsepower) EVs can potentially be an excellent
compensation for solar PV ramping. In addition, solar charged driving can greatly reduce the
environmental impact of driving, as it yields much lower emission rates compared to grid
charged driving.
It is outside the scope of this research to discuss all energy storage technologies. Instead, we
focus on the technologies that can offset fast ramping of large scale solar PV systems in the
Chapter 5.

13

http://www.solarjourneyusa.com/HowFarWeDrive_v1.3.pdf
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5. Ramp Rate Control for Individual PV Plants
The primary challenge of integrating large amounts of solar power into the electricity grid lies in
the solar resource’s variability. In their continuous effort to balance supply and demand, grid
authorities have expressed concerns especially about fast, cloud induced ramps of large-scale
solar PV plants. Several studies have shown that this variability greatly reduces when multiple
plants’ output is summed, analogous to aggregating uncorrelated demands. Our previous work
was focused on assessing minute-by-minute variability due to cloud movements of single utilityscale PV plants, ranging from 5 to 80 MWac nameplate capacities. Supported with empirical
data we showed that short-term ramp rates become attenuated even within a single plant as the
size of the plant increases. We expanded on this study with higher frequency (second by second)
data and assessed the magnitude of power fluctuations at a variety of timescales and plant sizes
(currently up to 250 MWac).
After plant variability was understood and quantified, we investigated operating algorithms of
energy storage units (ESU) to perform ramp rate control at the plant level. The rationale for this
are the emerging concerns and proposed plans of grid balancing authorities to deal with ramps of
variable energy resources (i.e. solar and wind): The Puerto Rico Power Authority (PREPA) has
recently included a ramp rate limit to their requirements for large-scale PV facilities; currently
this limit is 10% of the rated capacity per minute although PREPA has not yet disclosed full
details of the regulations (PREPA 2011). Also, the California ISO is currently working on a
market-based solution for ramps called the ‘Flexible Ramping Product’ where costs will be
allocated to generation and load in accordance with cost causation principles: ‘the ramping
generator pays’ (CAISO 2011). ESUs can be used to mitigate penalty fees from ramps and even
allow for additional revenue streams by participating in other grid balancing markets (e.g.
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frequency regulation). This study aims to: 1) develop and optimize ESU dispatch models; 2)
determine the size of ESU needed for four plants in different locations to mitigate most (e.g.
90%, 95% or 99%) of the violations compared to the baseline scenario of having no ESU
installed; and 3) determine the cost of ESUs required for the ramp rate control of plants of
different sizes.

5.1.

Geographic Dispersion

In studying the effect of PV systems on the grid, we must consider variability in the output of all
grid-connected PV systems located in a system operator’s service area. Several studies have
detailed the effect of geographic dispersion on the output variability of many smaller systems or
irradiance sensors. For example, Wiemken et al. (Wiemken et al. 2001) found that the highest 5minute ramp rate for a single system was 52% of system capacity, while 100 systems, together
totaling 243 kW, showed ramp rates up to only 5% of the total capacity. Murata et al. (Murata et
al. 2009) introduced the term ‘output fluctuation coefficients’ as the ratio between the maximum
observed ramp rate in a certain time window, over the standard deviation of ramp rates in that
same time window. As the number of systems increases, the coefficient reaches an asymptote
depending on the width of the time window, and the season. Besides that, pair-wise correlations
of PV-system ramp rates were derived from the data; they were shown to be close to zero, even
for distances around 50 km. In fact, 1-minute correlations of step-changes already had declined
to 0.12 for two inverters within a single plant (Mills et al. 2011).
As ramp rate correlations on a per-minute basis drop significantly over sub-km distances, multiMW PV systems also exhibit some degree of geographic dispersion. In fact, when plants extend
beyond the size of fast-moving cumulus clouds, variability is reduced as the clouds cover only
part of the plant. Another effect is that clouds often do not move fast enough to completely cover
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a plant from one time interval to the next, as we discuss later in this section. With a 290- and 500
MW-plant under construction, it is important to assess what variability can be expected from
them. Other multi-MW plants were shown to exhibit extreme (minute) ramp rates of up to 50%
for a 4.6 MW system (Hansen 2007), and 45% for a 13.2 MW system on a ‘highly variable day’
(Mills et al. 2011). (Kankiewicz et al. 2010) assessed variations in the output of a 25 MW 2-axis
tracker system in Florida, recording minute-averaged ramp rates of up to ~20% during a single
day’s output. However, the outputs of these PV plants can not be directly compared as the
systems differ in shape, size and panel orientation.
Hoff and Perez took a different approach in quantifying PV output by using satellite imagery,
which allows for the collection of data for a large number of points on the map (Hoff and Perez
2010). Their model showed that the Relative Output Variability for a fleet of PV systems is a
function of the number of systems and the Dispersion Factor, as shown in Section 3.3.2. The
Dispersion Factor is a dimensionless variable capturing the relationship between PV fleet length
(L), cloud velocity (V), and the used time interval (Δt).
(Lave, Kleissl, and Stein 2013) introduced an alternative method of quantifying cloud-induced
variability by applying wavelet decomposition of a clear-sky index time signal. They quantified
the Variability Reduction on different timescales (
̅

) of a 48 MW plant versus that of a single

irradiance sensor. The same theory was then applied in their Wavelet Variability Model (WVM)
to turn a single irradiance sensor’s data into simulated 48 MW-plant power output, for which the
WVM was able to reproduce maximum ramp rates for 1, 10, 30 and 60s timescales with errors <
20% (Lave, Kleissl, and Stein 2013).
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The data-sources in our study are First Solar PV plants that are constructed in a uniform MWarray approach, so it is possible to describe the effect of geographic dispersion at a single site for
different sized sub-plants. Similar to (Kankiewicz et al. 2010) and (Lenox 2009b), where
variability was described for a stepwise increasing amount of capacity, our study employed an
‘inverter shells method’ (Haaren, Morjaria, and Fthenakis 2012), wherein variability was
described with an increasing number of 0.5 MW inverters.

5.2.

Energy Storage Dispatch

In grid systems with ramping limits like Puerto Rico, large-scale PV plants need measures to
reduce their ramp rates. Upward ramps can be mitigated when sophisticated plant control
systems can curtail energy during the upward ramping event. Downward ramps are more
problematic as no plant controls can counteract the lack of irradiance. However, with short-term
forecasting technologies like the Total Sky Imager, energy can potentially be curtailed prior to
the downward ramp so that the resulting power decrease is within the set ramping limits. Another
option is to use a form of energy storage, which can deal with both upward and downward ramps
by providing an energy buffer before the point of interconnection to the grid. After analyzing the
degree of variability at large-scale PV plants, we are now looking into the technical and
economic feasibility of installing an Energy Storage Unit (ESU) at a PV plant for ramp rate
control, as shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Schematic of the interaction between a PV plant and an energy storage unit to comply with ramp rate limits
at the Point of Interconnection (POI) with the grid, set by the power authority.

Previous work shows that energy storage ramp rate control for solar PV requires a high powerto-energy ratio; thus it can be considered a ‘power application’ as opposed to load peak-shaving
which is considered an ‘energy application’ (Manz, Piwko, and Miller 2012). This can be
demonstrated when we consider a transient cloud over a large-scale PV system, the power output
can drop rapidly from nameplate capacity to the level of output we can expect from diffuse
irradiance alone (pshaded, ~0.1-0.2 p.u.). With ramp rate (RR) and nameplate capacity (Pcap), we
can describe this in a simplified equation as follows:
Eq. 5-1

If the PV plant is subject to a ramp rate limit (RRlim), the desired output (including support from
the ESU) would be:
Eq. 5-2

The ESU power required during this event is naturally:
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Eq. 5-3

Using Eq. 5-1, Eq. 5-2 and Eq. 5-3 we can solve for the maximum instantaneous power and total
energy delivered, which are needed for sizing the system.

(

)

Eq. 5-4

And the Total Energy required:

(

)(

)

Eq. 5-5

Figure 5-2 shows a hypothetical ESU dispatch for an 80 MW plant with pshaded = 0.15 p.u., RRlim
= 0.1 p.u./min and RR = 0.25 p.u./min. The total energy capacity delivered by the ESU during
this event is 2.9 MWh, while its peak power output amounts to 41 MW. This translates into a P:E
ratio of around 14.

Figure 5-2: Example cloud transient event where a 0.25 pu/min sustained ramp rate is adjusted by an ESU to meet the 0.1
pu/min ramp rate limit. The required ESU power and energy capacity are ~41 MW and 2.9 MWh.
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In actuality, the time series power output of a PV plant does not obey the linearity shown in
Figure 5-2 due to the dynamic and complex nature of clouds. For this reason, we wanted to
investigate ESU dispatch using actual PV plant power output time series.

5.3.

Dispatch Algorithm

The goal of this research is to design a dispatch algorithm for different ESU technologies to
control PV ramp rates, assuming there is a ramp rate limit (RRlim) of 10%/minute. A violation
will be counted at the end of each minute if the power average over that period differs more than
10% of plant nameplate capacity from the last minute’s power average.
The simulation will happen ‘real-time’ with second-by-second time steps, so in determining the
ESU dispatch decision, no data beyond the last second are used. A crucial factor in this analysis
is short-term forecasting, as ESU-dispatch could be improved if PV output for the remainder of
the period was known. We therefore define the following scenarios: 1) assuming we know
nothing about future power output and 2) assuming we know exactly what the future output on
the remainder of the 1-minute period will be (perfect forecasting). In order to make sensible
projections on output in the first scenario, we use a linear extrapolation of recent (10 seconds)
power output (Greening and Azapagic 2013).
5.3.1. Algorithm Structure
The ESU dispatch algorithm was built using a modular approach so that the performance of
elements in the model can easily be tested and compared with alternatives such as different
dispatch strategies (Dynamic Rest and Rest Recover), which will be explained later. An
overview of the model is shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Decision diagram: the algorithm cycles through the time series and calculates an ESU power dispatch in case
the ramp rate is expected to exceed the ramping limit. The dashed boxes show two variations of dispatch strategies that
suit low cycle-life and high-cycle life technologies.

The algorithm cycles through a second-by-second time series of raw PV plant power output and
decides on the dispatch of the ESU. Information is logged for several parameters in the model:
-

PV Power (PPV)
ESU Power - after losses for discharging, before losses for charging (PESU)
Grid Power (PGRID = PPV +PESU)
ESU inefficiency losses (Ploss ESU)
ESU State of charge (SOCESU)
Moving average of period – PV power (PmovavgPV)
Moving average of period – Grid Power (PmovavgGRID)
Power limits (Plim-up and Plim-low)

The objective is to minimize the number of ramp rate violations (>10%/min) while keeping the
load on the ESU and lost energy due to charge/discharge inefficiencies at a minimum. Using the
model, we simulated different energy storage technologies to get a performance comparison by
varying a number of parameters related to the ESU (e.g. self-discharge rate, lifetime and
charge/discharge efficiency).
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5.3.2. ESU Technologies
In this paper, we present the results from simulations of five different ESU technologies (li-ion
and lead-acid batteries, two types of flywheels and ultra-capacitors). The characterizations of
these, which are used in our model, are shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Overview of Energy Storage Units simulated in this study.

Technology

Flywheel
(Beacon Power
n.d.)
Beacon Power
‘High Power’
flywheel
FWHP
0.92/0.92

Flywheel
(Beacon Power
n.d.)
Beacon Power
‘Power &
Energy’ flywheel
FWPE
0.92/0.92

Ultra-capacitor
(Meaney 2013)

UCAP
0.95/0.95

Li-ion
0.98/0.95

VRLA Battery
(Akhil et al.
2013)
Valve
Regulated Lead
Acid
VRLA
0.90/0.90

12

4

50

2

2

100,000

100,000

1,000

700

Self-discharge

10% of SOC per
hour

10% of SOC per
hour

1,000,000 or
15yrs
2% of SOC per
hour

Dispatch Strategy

Dynamic Rest

Dynamic Rest

Dynamic Rest

0.02% of
nameplate per
hour
Rest-Recover

0.0014% of
nameplate per
hour
Rest-Recover

Type
Acronym
Charge/Discharge
efficiency
Power:Energy
ratio
Cycle Life

5.3.2.1.

Maxwell

Li-ion battery
(Akhil et al.
2013)
Lithium Cobalt
Oxide

Flywheels

Flywheels are mechanical devices that store energy in the form of rotational (kinetic) energy.
When net torque is applied in the direction of angular velocity (for example by an electric
motor), energy is stored. Energy is released when reverse torque is applied and can be recovered
with the same electric motor acting as a generator. Specifications used in this study are from a
commercially available flywheel storage system that is developed by Beacon Power (now
acquired by Rockland Capital). Their devices have been operating in at least one grid-connected
flywheel storage plant. Compared to batteries, they have a relatively high cycle life and powerto-energy ratio and therefore seem a good candidate for this power burst smoothing application.
However, their self-discharge rate is significant and increases proportionally with angular
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velocity squared, which suggests keeping its State Of Charge (SOC) low when possible (PenaAlzola et al. 2011). In this study we simulated two flywheel systems with different P:E ratios,
both manufactured by Beacon Power.
5.3.2.2.

Li-ion and Lead-acid Batteries

Batteries store energy in the form of chemical energy. The most widely used chemistries of
batteries are lead-acid and lithium-ion, which are most used in respectively vehicles and portable
electronics. Due to the batteries’ low cycle life, it is desirable to minimize usage of the battery
when possible. Extremely low and high SOC levels should be avoided as well. Their power-toenergy ratio depends on the internal design (for lead-acid: thickness of the plates) and is in tradeoff with the battery lifetime (thinner plates have higher output but shorter lifetime). As of now,
the algorithm assumes efficiency is constant (independent of charge/discharge rate) but future
algorithms will include more detailed efficiency considerations like the KiBaM model (Bindner
et al. 2005).
5.3.2.3.

Ultra-capacitors

Ultra-capacitors, also known as supercapacitors, are devices that store energy in the form of
electrochemical energy by separation of charge carriers between two active electrodes. The
electrodes are separated by a layer of porous, activated carbon with a large surface-area to
increase capacitance and a thin, ion-permeable insulator to prevent short-circuiting. Similar to
batteries, multiple of these can be connected in series to step up the voltage. Like flywheels,
ultra-capacitors have a characteristic high power capacity that makes them suitable for ‘burst
applications’ – high power for short durations. Also, they have a long life and can handle
hundreds of thousands of full charge-discharge cycles. Device specifications were retrieved from
Maxwell, a manufacturer of ultra-capacitors for various applications (Maxwell Technologies
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n.d.). Like batteries, their charge and discharge efficiency depends on how fast they are charged
or discharged (Mallika and Kumar 2011).
5.3.3. Dispatch Strategies
Considering the big range in cycle-life and P:E ratios of the ESU technologies described above,
we developed two separate strategies for dispatch algorithms: 1) Rest-Recover (RR) and 2)
Dynamic Rest (DR). The Rest Recover strategy is tailored to low cycle-life technologies like
batteries, as it minimizes ESU usage. It employs a SOC range of 40-60% in which the battery is
on stand-by for possible upcoming ramps. After the battery is used for a ramping event it will
gradually be brought back to this range to get it ready for the next event. In contrast, the
Dynamic Rest strategy is fit for high cycle-life ESUs (e.g. flywheels and ultra-capacitors) as it
has the ESU’s SOC level actively following the PV plant’s relative output. This will result in a
more effective use of the ESU’s limited energy capacity, which is useful for high P:E ratio
devices. For example, when the PV plant is operating at 100% of its nameplate capacity, the ‘rest
state’ of the ESU is at 100% SOC. At this time, only downward PV output ramps are possible so
it is best to keep the ESU fully charged. At nighttime, PV output is zero, so the flywheel is at 0%
SOC, preventing unnecessary self-discharge losses.

5.4.

Data

Simulations for all ESUs were run on data from four large-scale PV plants of which two are in
the Southwest of the US (21 and 30.24 MW) and two are in Ontario Canada (5 and 80 MW). For
each plant, two years of second-by-second power output data were collected. Some data errors
were found and filtered out from the simulated data set. It was previously shown (Haaren et al.
2012) that each of these plants yield per-minute ramp rates of up to 0.43, 0.53, 0.65 and 0.7 times
their corresponding capacity. Due to the effect of geographic dispersion we can expect a
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decrease in the ramps exceeding 10% per minute with increasing plant size, thereby decreasing
loads on ESUs.
The two vastly different climates in which these plants are located can give us insights into how
their variability affects loads on ESU support. However, it is important to note that the findings
from this research do not apply directly to similarly sized plants in any other region in the world,
as the cloud dynamics in a geographic region may be completely different from what is studied
here. For example, the difference in variability for three simulated 60 MW plants in San Diego
CA, Oahu HI and Mayaguez, Puerto Rico was shown in a study by researchers at UCSD (Lave,
Kleissl, Ellis, et al. 2013). We do aim to apply the ‘tool’ that we designed here to other time
series of data, which can potentially be sourced from single irradiance sensors after a ‘scale up’
conversion process is applied, according to a recent study (Lave and Kleissl 2011).

5.5.

Results

First, a baseline was established by counting the 10%/min ramp rate violations for the raw data,
without an ESU to provide ramp rate control. For two years of data for each plant, we found
2,500 – 9,000 violations, which is between 0.5 – 1.7% of all minutes in the year (Figure 5-4). We
took the year with the most violations to carry out the rest of the simulations presented in this
paper.
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Figure 5-4: Number of 10%/minute violations recorded over two years of data at four different plants.

After these simulations, we started adding different sizes of ESU and observed the decreasing
number of violations as ESU size increased.
Below is a graph of ~240 iterations (4 minutes) of the model at the 80 MW PV plant in Ontario
Canada, simulating a 700 kWh, 8.4 MW ‘High Power Flywheel’ utilizing the ‘Dynamic Rest’
algorithm and a 10%/min ramping limit. The plant output is leveled at 70 MW when a cloud
starts covering the plant at the 1-min mark. During the second minute, PGRID drops below the
lower ramping limit, but the 60s-period average is still within the limits and therefore no ESU
support was needed. In the third minute however, PV power continues its drop and the flywheels
start discharging to bring the PmovavgGRID right above Plim-low, therefore complying with the set
10%/min ramping limit. In the last minute we see that the continued drop in PV power pushes
the flywheel ESU to output maximum power, but it appears insufficient to prevent a violation:
the PmovavgGRID falls below the allowed ramp range.
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Figure 5-5: 4 minute excerpt from the modeled time series. The horizontal lines show the upper and lower averaging
limits for each minute which are ± 8MW of the last minute’s power average. The moving averages start at the beginning
of the minute period. Note that instantaneous PV+ESU power output may exceed these limits as long as the average
complies with the ramping limit.

As mentioned before, the model incorporates two different dispatch strategies (Dynamic Rest
and Rest Recover), depending on what ESU technology is used. High cycle life technologies use
Dynamic Rest, making better use of their often limited energy capacity, while low cycle life
technologies such as batteries employ the Rest Recover strategy so to minimize their mileage. In
the graphs below, we show about an hour of dispatch during variable output conditions with the
two different dispatch strategies. It shows how the flywheels’ State of Charge on the left side is
continuously following the PV plant’s output: charging when the plant ramps up and discharging
when it ramps down.
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Figure 5-6: Difference in ESU dispatch shown for the Rest-Recover (right) and Dynamic-Rest (left) strategies during 1hr
of a variable day: August 5th, 2012. The RR puts less mileage on the ESU, but underutilizes its energy capacity range.
Like Figure 5-5, the horizontal red and blue lines are 60 seconds long.

For each plant, we simulated ESU performance for different energy storage capacities and
plotted the number of violations as a function of energy and power capacity.

Figure 5-7: Simulation results for a year of data from the 21 MW PV plant in the Southwest of the US. Left: Number of
violations for different energy capacity sizes in kWh of ESUs and technologies. Right: Normalized number of violations as
a function of the ESU power capacity in MW (100% = 4977 violations).

We can make an exponential fit of the violation reduction performance Y for the High Power
Flywheel (P:E = 12:1) as a function of its power capacity (P):
Eq. 5-6

Table 5-2 shows the resulting exponents (ε) and accompanying R2 values for the trend lines fitted
on each plant. All show similar profiles as the right side of Figure 5-7, where ESU technologies
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(with P:E < 12:1) are grouped together, indicating their operations were primarily power-limited,
not energy limited.
Table 5-2: Exponential fit (Eq. 5-6) parameters for violation reduction performance observed for High Power Flywheels
at the four plants studied.

Plant Capacity
ε
R2

5 MW
-2.143
0.9898

21 MW
-0.518
0.9985

30.24 MW
-0.360
0.9898

80 MW
-0.213
0.9944

Plotting the relation between Y and P for the four plants analyzed yields:

Figure 5-8: The necessary ESU power capacity as a function of the violation reduction requirement based on Table 5-2.

Because the PV variability depends on plant size and geographic location, we decided to iterate
ESU simulations until we found the energy and accompanying power capacity at which roughly
99% of violations are prevented for each plant (Figure 5-9). By rewriting Eq. 5-6, the ESU
power capacity would be:
Eq. 5-7
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Figure 5-9: Energy Storage Unit sizes for Energy capacity (left) and corresponding power capacity (right) to mitigate
99.0% of violations from the baseline scenario. All bars correspond to 99.0% reduction of violations, with the exception of
the 80 MW Li-ion (99.1%), FWPE (99.1%) and UCAP (99.4%) scenarios.

In order to reduce ramping violations to 1% of the baseline, all technologies except ultracapacitors showed similar power capacity requirements (right side of Figure 5-9). This implies
that at least up to 12:1 P:E ratio, the ESU performance is power-limited, not energy-limited. For
these technologies, the resulting ESU power capacity is roughly 42%, 43%, 39% and 28% of the
5 MW, 21 MW, 30.24 MW and 80 MW plants, respectively. These are fairly high ESU power
capacities and therefore costly. Lower violation reduction requirements (90% and 95%) would
require lower ESU power capacities, e.g. 21% and 28% of the 21 MW plant.
We also see that for the energy-limited ultra-capacitors (P:E ratio of 50:1), the energy capacity
requirement for 5, 21, 30.24 and 80 MW plants are equal to respectively 1.7, 1.9, 1.7 and 1.2
minutes of full plant capacity.
For the 21 MW plant, we simulated the violation reduction performance on the other year of data
for the same ESU sizes. We found a slightly higher but narrow range of violation reduction
performance (99.5 - 99.6%) across all ESU technologies compared to the 99.0% for the first
year. This percent difference amounts to an additional 15 violations over the whole year. This
implies that at these high violation reduction percentages, a couple extra days with fast-moving
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clouds inducing high ramp rates can contribute a significant amount of additional violations in
one year compared to another.
5.5.1. ESU mileage and losses
We calculated the total absolute State Of Charge changes of the ESU (i.e. ‘mileage’) for the
whole year and found large differences between the Dynamic Rest and Rest Recover strategies
as expected. The Rest Recover strategy – Dispatch only when necessary – shows 26-61 and 1650 cycles/year for VRLA and LIION, respectively. Larger P:E ratio technologies (Flywheels and
Ultra-capacitors) utilizing the Dynamic Rest strategy showed 873-1,708 cycles.
Table 5-3: Number of full cycles performed by the Energy Storage Unit over a full year at each plant. The ESU is sized to
reduce 99.0% of violations.

Full Cycles
Cycle Life
5MW
21MW
30.24MW
80MW

VRLA
700
61
37
55
26

Li-ion
1,000
50
27
44
16

FWHP
100,000
766
586
735
589

FWPE
100,000
494
443
519
477

UCAP
1,000,000
861
614
783
606

The model accounts for two types of ESU losses; the self-discharge losses (Ls) and transfer
losses associated with charge/discharge efficiencies (Lt). The technologies that employ the
Dynamic Rest dispatch strategy have higher mileage and therefore higher losses than the Rest
Recover strategy. For 99% violation reduction, we see that the total energy lost ranges from
0.03% (Li-ion) to 0.96% (FWPE) for the largest plant in the fleet and 0.07% to 1.48% for the
smallest plant. These are percentages of Annual Electricity Production (AEP) for the year
recorded.
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Table 5-4: Losses associated with the operation of ESUs to achieve 99% reduction of ramping violations, expressed in
percent of annual energy production. Ls stands for self-discharge losses and Lt is ‘transfer losses’ related to charge and
discharge efficiencies.

Losses

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

[% of AEP]

Ls

Lt

Ls

Lt

Ls

Lt

Ls

Lt

Ls

Lt

5MW

0.168%

0.020%

0.024%

0.046%

0.353%

0.249%

1.006%

0.472%

0.056%

0.151%

21MW

0.112%

0.009%

0.016%

0.016%

0.348%

0.135%

0.994%

0.298%

0.061%

0.082%

30.24MW

0.110%

0.007%

0.016%

0.026%

0.324%

0.162%

0.943%

0.341%

0.056%

0.099%

80MW

0.109%

0.003%

0.016%

0.009%

0.221%

0.122%

0.660%

0.300%

0.040%

0.077%

5.5.2. Forecasting
All the previous results were obtained assuming that no forecasting was in place. Instead of
active forecasts, we made projections of short-term future output using extrapolations of recent
(10 second) PV output. However, it would be interesting to see how dispatch performance would
be affected if we had some form of forecasting in place. To find the boundary of improvement
because of this we simulated a scenario of ‘perfect forecast’ of output for the remainder of the
minutely period. Any added form of forecasting would then perform somewhere in between the
extrapolation (no forecast) and perfect forecast scenarios.
30%

Forecast Improvement

25%
20%
VRLA

15%

Li-ion
FWHP

10%

FWPE
5%
0%
5MW

21MW
30.24MW
PV plant by size

80MW

Figure 5-10: Percentage violation reduction improvement of having a perfect forecast for the remainder of the 1-minute
averaging period compared to the extrapolation of recent power output. The ESU sizes were kept the same is for the 99%
violation reduction seen in Figure 5-9.
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For ESUs sized to mitigate 99% of violations, perfect forecasting for the remainder of the
averaging period (1 minute) further reduced violations by up to 24%. In three plant-ESU
combinations, perfect forecasting did not further reduce the number of violations beyond 99%.
5.5.3. 5%/minute and 20%/minute Ramping Limits
To investigate the sensitivity of the ramping limit restriction, simulations with a 5% and 20%
ramping limit were run for the 21 MW plant. The baseline scenarios (no ESU) for these ramping
limits start at 12,100 (5%/minute) and 1,183 violations (20%/minute), compared to 4,977 for the
10%/minute scenario discussed before.
For the same hypothetical 25%/minute sustained PV ramp rate in Figure 5-2, a stricter
5%/minute limit would show only a slight increase in maximum ESU power demand (54 MW)
but a large increase in the necessary energy capacity (~8 MWh), therefore reducing the P:E ratio
to around 7:1. The performance of the different ESU technologies reflect this, as the FWHP
(12:1) shows lower reduction in violations compared to the other technologies (Figure 5-11).
100.0%
VRLA

# violations

Li-ion
FWHP
FWPE
10.0%

UCAP

1.0%
0

10

20

30

ESU Capacity (MW)
Figure 5-11: Normalized number of 5%/minute violations as a function of the ESU power capacity in MW (100% =
12,100 violations). The graph reflects how the stricter ramping limit demands a higher energy capacity from the ESU, as
the Flywheel High Power (P:E ratio = 12:1) has moved away from the cluster of lower P:E ratio technologies compared to
Figure 5-7.
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A more lenient 20%/minute ramping limit only requires intervention for the most severe ramping
events, for which high P:E ratio ESUs become more suitable. A 99% reduction in violations only
requires ~8 MW of ESU power capacity for the first four technologies, and ~16 MW of ultracapacitors.

100.0%
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# violations

Li-ion
10.0%

FWHP
FWPE
UCAP

1.0%

0.1%
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

ESU Capacity (MW)
Figure 5-12: violation reductions for the covered ESU technologies assuming a 20%/minute ramping limit. The baseline
(100%) number of violations is 1,183.

5.6.

Economic Evaluation

An important consideration for plants operating under ramping limits is the added cost of the
ESU. The benefits of the ramp rate support from the ESU need to offset the additional capital
and operating costs. However, the PREPA has not yet provided details on retributions of
exceeding the ramp rate limit, and, therefore it is not possible to provide a full economic
evaluation for this application. However, we can compare total added capital and operating costs
of the ESU for a specific performance requirement (e.g. 99% reduction of violations).
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The costs are derived from guidelines and survey results published in the EPRI handbook for
Energy Storage (Akhil et al. 2013). For all the technologies covered in this study, except ultracapacitors, the handbook includes data for costs of Energy Storage Units performing several
applications (Bulk Energy Services, Ancillary Services, and Transmission Infrastructure
Services). The ESU load profile of Frequency regulation (as part of Ancillary Services) is closest
to that of ramp rate control so we have carefully selected survey results from this specific
application to use for our cost analysis. In the following sections, we will use the ESU sizes
determined for providing 99% of violation reductions for the 21 MW PV plant as shown in the
table below. The tables for the other PV plants can be found in Appendix C.
Table 5-5: ESU sizes (power capacity) needed to reduce 99% of ramping violations for the 21 MW plant.

Valve Regulated
Lead Acid
9 MW

Lithium Ion
batteries
9 MW

Flywheel High Power
9 MW

Flywheel Power and
Energy
8.6 MW

Ultra-capacitors
32.5 MW

5.6.1. Capital Costs
Total Plant (Capital) Costs (TPC) for grid connected ESUs comprise:
-

-

-

Equipment
o Energy Storage Equipment
o Owner Interconnection
Installation
o Energy Storage Installation
o Owner Interconnection
General Contractor Facilities (15%)
Engineering Fees @ 5% install
Project Contingency @ 10% install

The Interconnection equipment and installation costs depend largely on the power capacity of the
ESU. The EPRI handbook published figures for the total Utility and Owner Interconnection costs
for different sized systems, including 10 MW and 25 MW ESU systems which are close to the
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required sizes for our 21 MW PV plant application in Table 5-5. Owner Interconnection costs are
a 480 V – 12 kV transformer and the Power Conditioning System (PCS). The utility
interconnection is assumed to already be part of the total PV plant and therefore does not incur
additional costs. We selected the necessary components from the handbook and came up with the
following list for the different sized ESU systems:
Table 5-6: Interconnection costs on a per ESU kW basis, calculated for the 9 MW and 32.5 MW ESU systems to support
the 21 MW plant, based on data published in (Akhil et al. 2013).

Interconnection costs ($/kW)
Owner Interconnection costs:
Transformers
PCS Equipment
Total:

~9 MW systems14

32.5 MW system15

56
286
342

56
232
288

The capital costs for the Energy Storage equipment and installation are based on the reported
figures for the technologies in (Akhil et al. 2013), which are obtained from equipment suppliers
in industry for certain sizes of systems. Cost figures for the ultra-capacitor system were obtained
from a phone interview with a salesperson from Maxwell Technologies. Table 5-7 shows the
breakdown of Energy Storage equipment, installation and enclosures for all technologies:
Table 5-7: Capital costs for surveyed Energy Storage equipment and installations in (Akhil et al. 2013). The total costs on
the bottom row are expressed in $/kW of ESU power capacity.

Energy Storage
Costs
System Size
ES Equipment
ES Installation
ES Enclosures
Total ($)
Total ($/kW)

Valve Regulated
Lead Acid
1 MW
880,000
20,000
79,680
979,680
980

Lithium Ion
batteries
1.1 MW
800,800
40,040
10,016
850,856
774

Flywheel High
Power16
20 MW
12,913,120
4,322,160
included
17,235,280
862

14

Flywheel Power
and Energy
20 MW
19,360,000
6,480,000
included
25,840,000
1292

Ultracapacitor
(Meaney 2013)
1 MW
150,000
25,000
80,000
255,000
255

Based on Interconnection costs from 10 MW system
Based on Interconnection costs from 25 MW system
16
The High Power Flywheel costs are assumed 2/3 of the Power and Energy Flywheel costs as it requires exactly
2/3 of the number of units to provide the same power capacity.
15
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We assume these costs are applicable to the sizes of systems we cover. Combining the
interconnection, energy storage costs and adding the general contractor facilities, engineering
and contingency costs, we arrive at the total added capital costs for the 21 MW plant:
Table 5-8: Power requirements and cost figures for providing ESU support to mitigate ramps from the 21 MW plant
(99% reduction of violations). The system costs are expressed in $/kW of ESU power capacity.

Technology
MW Needed (99% red.)
Total ESU Costs
System (M$) @ year 0
System ($/kW)

VRLA
9

Li-ion
9

FWHP
9

FWPE
8.6

UCAP
32.5

13.9
1,542

11.8
1,310

13.1
1,455

17.0
1,977

22.7
637

The added capital cost can also be expressed on a $ per Watt PV basis. This was done for all PV
plant-ESU combinations in Table 5-9:
Table 5-9: Total added capital costs (expressed in $/Watt of installed PV) to achieve a 99% violation reduction at each
plant for all five ESU technologies.

$/Watt PV

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

5MW

0.66

0.56

0.61

0.81

0.94

21MW

0.66

0.56

0.62

0.81

0.99

30.24MW

0.63

0.53

0.58

0.76

0.88

80MW

0.42

0.35

0.37

0.51

0.63

For the 21 MW plant, total capital costs in year 0 range from 11.8 to 22.7 M$, which translates
into an added $0.56 - $0.99 per Watt of installed PV capacity (99% reduction of ramps, at 21
MW plant in SW of United States). The costs reduce rapidly with the required service level, in
line with Equation 6-6. For example, a 90% violation reduction requirement lowers the per Watt
PV capital costs to roughly $0.27 for Li-ion (5 MW) and $0.44 for ultra-capacitors (13 MW).
The most capital cost-efficient technology (Li-ion) would add $0.27 per Watt PV to the 5, 21 and
30.24 MW plants, and $0.18 to the 80 MW plant.
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Another recent study on the topic of ramp rate smoothing concluded that “the cost of mitigating
variability across time scales ranging from one minute to a couple of hours could be kept below
20-35 cents per installed PV Watt” (Perez and Hoff 2013). Results were presented for a wide
range of ‘system footprints’ (a single point up to 200x200 km) on 3 locations, and data for these
systems was derived from satellite based irradiation assessments and irradiation measurements
for single points. According to their results, a system of 1x1 km footprint (roughly 30 MW) in
Hanford, California would need an energy storage buffer with a power capacity of roughly 0.5
times the plant’s capacity to overcome the highest ramp (absolute difference between running
mean window and unfiltered PV output) without forecast (comparable to the capacity we found
for the 30.24 MW plant – also in the U.S. Southwest). This translates into $0.25 per Watt-PV
according to the paper (thus roughly $500 per kW of ESU capacity). The full derivation of costs
was not included in this paper and it is thus unclear whether the same cost components are
included. The large difference between the 20-35 cents per Watt PV from the paper and results
from our study (Table 5-9) can likely be attributed to this, as our $/kW ESU capacity numbers
are > $1,000/kW (combining Table 5-6 and Table 5-7). Two other differences in methodology
exist: the paper assumes 100% of (>10%) ramp rates need to be mitigated and uses minutely
data, whereas our study sets 99% as the threshold and we use second-by-second data.
5.6.2. Operating Costs
Energy storage systems have operating expenses from scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
and replacement costs. These are subdivided into the following categories:
-

Fixed O&M ($/kW-yr)
Replacement costs ($/kW)
Replacement period (yrs)
Variable costs ($/kWh)
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In addition to the above, we include costs related to energy losses (as a function of round-trip
efficiency) at a rate of $30 per MWh.
Table 5-10: Operating costs breakdown for the studied technologies (21 MW plant). Source: (Akhil et al. 2013) .

Operating Costs
Fixed O&M ($/kW-yr)
Variable O&M ($/kWh)
Charge/Discharge
Replacement costs ($/kW)
Replacement period (yrs)
Energy Losses (MWh)19

FWHP
5.8
0.0003

FWPE
5.8
0.0003

LIION
8.3
0.011

VRLA
9.2
0.0008

UCAP
617
0.000318

290
5
135

435
5
306

364
8
32

264
5
16

29018
15
152

On an annual basis, these costs turn out to be significant (Table 5-11):
Table 5-11: Annualized operating costs for the selected ESU technologies for the 21 MW plant. Based on (Akhil et al.
2013).

$/year

FWHP

FWPE

LIION

VRLA

UCAP

52,200

52,200

74,700

79,120

195,000

Variable O&M

878,260

1,991,377

238,700

318,643

798,567

Replacement

522,000

783,000

409,500

454,080

628,333

4,050

9,180

960

480

4,560

1,456,510

2,835,757

723,860

852,323

1,626,461

Fixed O&M

Energy Losses
Total

The annual operating costs are dominated by Variable O&M and replacement costs, which are
both a function of the total ESU mileage (charging and discharging). Here we see that the ‘Rest
Recover’ dispatch strategy (with lower mileage than the ‘Dynamic Rest’ strategy) makes more
sense from the perspective of operating costs.
Overall, the Li-ion batteries have both the lowest capital costs and operating costs, making them
most attractive for ESU ramp rate control according to this study. However, it should be noted
that the ESUs are only used during 2% of all minutes in the year for ramp rate control, and

17

(Fiske and Ricci 2006)
Assumed the same as Flywheel technologies.
19
Energy losses listed are from model outputs to reduce 99% of violations at the 21 MW plant.
18
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therefore can potentially bring in additional revenues from frequency regulation services for the
other 98% of the time. If this was taken into account, we believe that the results would favor
flywheel and ultra-capacitor technologies, as their cycle-life is two orders of magnitude higher
than that of batteries.
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6. Further Research
In the utility-scale variability assessment discussed in Section 3.3, we used a time period of 1
minute over which power output was averaged. However, a series of power-output data were
found across the plant portfolio that contained sequences of alternating ramp-rate signs (Figure
3-8), implying that sub-minute fluctuations could have occurred. Therefore, the ramp that was
recorded could have been higher or lower if the time-averaging period started 30 seconds earlier
than it did. A follow-up study using a higher time resolution could give insight into what time
scale is necessary to capture all output fluctuations; this is likely to depend heavily on the plant’s
size and weather conditions (notably: cloud velocity).
It is evident that the DAR, as a variability summarizing metric, does not capture the individual
ramp rates that occur during the day. Therefore, it can only give a potential measure to determine
the level of spinning-reserves capacity necessary to balance ramping. Also, the metric can
perhaps be adjusted for length of day and peak irradiance, as winter days are shorter than
summer days and reach a lower peak irradiance under clear sky conditions. Further research will
be benefited by day-ahead forecasting measures to assess what DAR-category is expected, and
during what time of the day variability is expected. Also, investigations are needed to identify
the ramps as a function of observed cloud size, opacity, and velocity. With this information, one
can validate and expand the theory introduced here for estimating extreme ramp-rates as a
function of cloud velocity and plant size. Finally, it would be interesting to analyze how the
ramps of other PV-technologies would differ from that of CdTe PV which comprised all the data
used in this study, considering the differences in spectral response and efficiency.
The ESU ramp rate control study discussed in Chapter 5 investigated the operation of ESUs
under a 10%/minute ramping limit for the specific plants and their respective locations and
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climate contexts. Therefore, further research is needed to test the algorithm on a wider variety of
PV plants in different geographic regions.
The wide variety of user input parameters in the model allow for an extensive sensitivity analysis
to study the impact of parameters on results. For example, a range of Power-to-Energy ratios can
be simulated for a single ESU technology to find the optimum ratio for violation reduction. Also,
more energy storage technologies (e.g. battery chemistries) can be simulated and their
operational performance compared. In addition, we intend to investigate the benefit of using two
ESU technologies in parallel (e.g. ultra-capacitors and batteries) for ramp rate control.
To improve modeled losses from battery ESUs, more detailed charge/discharge efficiency
modules need to be integrated.
Finally, a full cash-flow analysis over the whole lifetime of the system is desired, where more
precise costs for variable O&M and replacement scenarios need to be studied.
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7. Conclusion
The variability of utility-scale solar PV plants is a cause of concern for grid operators as
numerous large-scale (>250 MW) PV plants are coming online. More specifically, grid operators
are concerned about the very short-term ramp rates in PV plant outputs that can be induced by
clouds.
In general, it can be expected that the short-term ramp rates become attenuated as the size of the
plant increases. Previous studies of this effect were based on a number of small PV systems or
point-irradiance sensors dispersed over a large area. This smoothing effect was not previously
validated for single large (i.e., multi-MW) plants. In the first part of this research, we
demonstrated this phenomenon based on one minute-averaged power output data from individual
inverters of six PV plants ranging in size from 5 MW to 80 MW located in the Southwest of the
United States and Southeast Canada.
The maximum ramp rates observed in this study are typically higher than those reported in a
previous study, which are shown in Table 3-2 (0.7 p.u./min for the 5 MW plant versus 0.5
p.u./min for a 4.6 MW plant published by Hansen (2010)). This is likely due to the fact that the
dataset used herein are more comprehensive than previous data, covering longer durations (up to
2 years) and many locations. To support comparisons of fluctuations in power output across
multiple sites with different weather conditions, we introduced the Daily Aggregate Ramp
(DAR) as a metric to summarize daily variability from a single irradiance sensor. Five categories
were defined, ranging from stable days (Category 1) to highly variable days (Category 5). All
plant-days in the portfolio were distributed across these categories, and ramp rates observed in
Category 5 days were compared for all plants. It was shown that absolute ramp rates decrease as
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plant size increases. A simple model was used to estimate extreme ramp rates; our results were
shown to give a good indication of the highest observed ramps.
We show a reduction in observed

(one-minute normalized absolute ramp rates, 3-sigma

probability) from 0.47- to 0.25-p.u./min for a 5 MW plant versus a 80 MW plant on the most
variable ‘Category 5’ days.
Employing data from the 48 MW plant, we demonstrated that irradiance sensor data can be used
for estimating minute-averaged extreme ramp rates (

) provided that multiple sensors

are adequately distributed over the virtual plant and that the data is properly clipped to account
for limited inverter output. Extreme ramp rates were estimated from clipped data with an error <
3% between

and

, compared to a 10% error for unclipped data.

The effect of geographic dispersion was demonstrated using the ‘inverter shells method’,
wherein variability was assessed in each step of a plant growing from 0.5 MW to 32 MW.
Extreme ramp rates (

) decreased from 0.87- to 0.67-p.u./min respectively, while

decreased more rapidly with

from 0.56- to 0.24-p.u./min, i.e., in line with the

probabilistic theory of wind/cloud speed occurrence and shortest plant side .
After plant variability was understood and quantified, we developed a model to simulate
effective dispatch of Energy Storage Units to provide ramp rate control for individual plants.
With second-by-second power output time series obtained from four multi-MW PV plants, we
simulated ramp rate control performance for five storage technologies and a range of storage
sizes.
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We developed two dispatch strategies, tailored to high and low cycle life technologies. Overall,
we find that the model developed can be useful in finding the appropriate size ESU for a certain
performance requirement (i.e. mitigation of ramp limit violations). This can then be used in
determining the added cost of ESU ramp rate support.
We found individual PV plant ramp rate control to be a ‘power application’, thus the Energy
Storage Unit benefits from a relatively high power capacity. For Power:Energy ratios up to 12:1
(discharge time > 5 minutes) we found that the ESU size needed to overcome 10%/minute
ramping violations is dependent on its power capacity, not energy capacity. For all plants studied
in this paper, the violation reduction performance closely follows an exponential decay function
with increasing power capacity. For ultra-capacitors with a P:E ratio of 50:1 we saw energylimited ramp rate control, therefore the need to scale up the ESU to satisfy the necessary energy
capacity, which amounts to 1.7, 1.9, 1.7 and 1.2 minutes of storage for the 5, 21, 30.24 and 80
MW plants, respectively. Because the High Power Flywheel system (FWHP) on the left side of
Figure 5-9 is close to these ultra-capacitor energy capacities, we believe that its accompanying
P:E ratio of 12:1 is close to the optimum P:E ratio to overcome 10%/minute violations for the
plants studied here. For an even stricter ramping limit of 5%/minute, we see a shift to a lower
P:E ratio, as the necessary ESU energy capacity increases compared to the maximum power
output.
The added cost of Energy Storage to meet a 10%/minute PV ramping limit is significant when
accurate forecasting of solar irradiation is not available: For a 99% reduction of violations at the
80 MW and 5 MW plant the added capital costs amount to $0.35-0.63 per Watt PV and $0.560.94 per Watt PV, respectively. Across all PV plants, we found that the ESUs are rarely
dispatched: high cycle life technologies (flywheels and ultra-capacitors) perform 443-614 full
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cycles per year, while low cycle life technologies (both battery types) with the ‘Rest-Recover’
dispatch strategy perform only 27-37 full cycles. All ESU technologies can therefore benefit
from additional revenue if they were to be used for frequency regulation and/or load following
services. This is outside this study’s scope but is recommended for further research.
For the ESUs sized to mitigate 99% of violations, we found an additional violation reduction of
up to 24% when perfect forecasting was assumed for the remainder of the averaging period.
Since forecasting allows the dispatch model to more evenly spread out power production over
the averaging period, we expect that forecasting will be even more beneficial for smaller ESU
systems that often yield violations due to power limitations.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Wind Farm Site Selection
This Appendix presents a novel method of site selection for wind turbine farms in New York
State, based on a spatial cost-revenue optimization. The algorithm used for this is built in ESRI
ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1 software and consists of three stages. The first stage excludes sites that are
infeasible for wind turbine farms, based on land use and geological constraints. The second stage
identifies the best feasible sites based on the expected Net Present Value from four major cost
and revenue categories that are spatially dependent: revenue from generated electricity, costs
from access roads, power lines and land clearing. Stage 3 then assesses the ecological impacts on
bird and their habitats. The outcome was verified with location data for existing wind turbine
farms in New York State.
The wind farm site selection tool – the development of which is discussed herein - provides
insights into the most feasible sites for a large geographic area and can assist in system planning
and effectively attaining Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS). It is therefore a useful tool for
wind developers, utilities, ISO’s and State governments.
A.1. Background
Wind power showed immense growth in the last couple of years. In 2009, the U.S. added 9,581
MW of wind generators, which is 41% of the total added power capacity that year (U.S. Energy
Information Administration 2011b). By adding 442 MW, New York State joined the ‘Gigawatt
Club’ in 2009, totaling 1,274 MW. Even though all wind power project developers have to
complete an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), few renewable energy projects are
constructed without debates. Although most people embrace the arrival of clean electricity, some
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speak out loud about issues with wind power. Hence, the planning and permitting of wind
turbine farms is a multi-faceted process that aims to balance the opinions of all stakeholders. The
locations with the highest wind resources are not always feasible sites for wind farms. A variety
of factors play a role in the site selection of wind turbine farms. They can be categorized into:
Economic, Planning, Physical and Ecological factors. As all of these are spatially dependent, it
seems evident that the use of GIS poses benefits for site selection. Starting in the early 2000’s,
papers were published that introduced buffer distances to urban areas, water bodies and historic
sites in order to prevent wind turbine development in sensitive areas in the UK and Denmark
(Baban and Parry 2001; Hansen 2003). The maps that they generated were discrete
classifications of suitability. Later, these types of spatial assessments were expanded with more
detailed datasets for wind resources and environmental impacts in Turkey and Spain (Aydin,
Kentel, and Duzgun 2010; Ramirez-Rosado et al. 2008). Also, Ramirez-Rosado et al. (RamirezRosado et al. 2008) introduced methods to include and compare tolerances of decision makers.
These analyses grew out to become what we coin in this study as full Spatial Multi Criteria
Assessments (SMCA) for large geographic regions.
In the current paper, we present a tool for New York State that introduces a detailed economic
optimization after infeasible sites are eliminated. In addition to the previous authors’ constraints
and cost considerations we added geological feasibility, avoidance of Important Bird Areas
(IBA), land clearance costs, and cost optimization between upgrading existing substation or
adding new ones. The first stage excludes sites that are infeasible for wind turbine farms, based
on land use and geological constraints.
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A.2. Methodology and criteria evaluation
We present a site selection tool for wind turbine development in New York State that comprises
three stages. Each stage incorporates specific criteria with constraints that can be set by the user.
In the first stage, sites are excluded because of planning and/or physical constraints. Infeasible
sites include: a) Federal and Indian lands that have specific functions (like national parks, army
grounds, prisons); b) sites where wind turbines would interfere with its current land use (airports,
urban areas); c) sites where it is physically impossible or problematic to install turbines (porous
grounds, slopes greater than 10%). In the second stage, the remaining sites are ranked based on
their Net Present Value (NPV), taking into account spatially dependent wind resources, the cost
for building feeder lines to the nearest transmission line, the cost for access roads and the cost for
land clearing. The relative importance of these individual cost and revenue categories are
discussed in stage 2. In the last stage, a map of Important Bird Areas is intersected with the
highest ranked sites to show potentially problematic sites in terms of bird mortalities. In order to
facilitate the economic evaluation of the site (energy yield, capital costs), a nameplate capacity
needs to be determined. In the example discussed below, site selection was performed for wind
turbine farms with a rated capacity of 50 MW, comprising 25 Vestas V80 2 MW turbines.
The default values of the constraints are based on earlier papers. The SMCA is fitted with default
values for the criteria that the user can alter to suit his preferences. A summary of the siting
criteria and default values is shown in Table A-1.
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Table A-1: Overview of the spatially dependent criteria compiled from four wind farm site selection studies. Denoted
distances like ‘500-1500m’ are fuzzy sets (in the last two columns), thus the tolerance goes from 0 to 1 between 500 and
1500 meters from the object.

(Baban and Parry
2001)

Area of study:

Lancashire, United
Kingdom

Physical

Planning

Economic

Study:

(Hansen 2003)

(Aydin et al.
2010)

Northern Jutland,
Denmark

Southwest
Turkey

x (250-650W/ m2 )

x (200400W/m2)

Wind resources

x >5m/s and >500m
from forest

x (WASP)

Electric line cost

x <10km

x

Electric integration
cost
Land cost

x

Access Road cost

x <10km

x

Visual impact

x (500m single
dwellings, 2000m
towns)

x (impact index
fuzzy)

x (500-1500m
settlements, 150-450m
roads)

x (1000-3000m)

Safety distances
urban areas
Noise

x (2000m)

x

x (500-1500m)

x (1000-3000m)

x (500m)

x

x (500-1500m)

x (400-500m)

Electromagnetic
interference

mentioned but
omitted

x

x (1000-2500m radio
masts

mentioned but
omitted

Parks, military,
airports, prisons, etc.

x (1000m parks)

x

x (5000-7500m
airports)

x (3000-6000m
airports)

Slope

x <10%

x

Altitude

x

Karst (porous
grounds and caves)
Bird habitats/routes

Ecological

(RamirezRosado et al.
2008)
La Rioja,
Spain

x

Forest proximity

only for wind
resource purpose

Lakes and rivers

x (400m)

x (2500-5000m)

x

x (300-800m)
x (150-650m streams
and lakes, 10004000m coast)

x (allowed by
Turkish
regulation)
x (2500-5000m
around wetlands)

A.2.1. Stage 1: Exclusion of infeasible sites
Several map layers are used to generate the output of the exclusion stage. All are from the
National Atlas GIS database, created by the United States Geological Survey (United States
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Geological Survey 2010). The state of interest is split up in feasible and infeasible sites,
depending on the user’s constraint inputs for the following map layers:

Table A-2: Overview of the criteria used in Stage 1 of the SMCA and the types of constraints associated with them. The
buffered distances show what setback is given to wind farms in the site selection of feasible sites.

Layer
Urban areas
Federal lands
Indian lands
Roads
Lakes
Slope
Karst (porous
grounds and caves)

Constraint
Visual intrusion, noise
Regulations
Regulations, visual intrusion
Safety, visual intrusion
Animal habitat, hydrology
Construction accessibility
Foundation strength requirement

Factor
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Ecological
Physical
Physical

Buffer (default)
1km (towns), 2km (cities)
3km
0.5km
3km
<10% slope (no buffer)
-

Reference
USGS, 1998
USGS, 2005
USGS, 2005
USGS, 1999
USGS, 2003
USGS, 1993
USGS, 2005

A.2.1.1. Planning criteria: visual intrusion, noise and safety
Visual intrusion is a somewhat debatable issue; although some people see wind turbine farms as
obliteration of nature, others welcome the clean power from wind farms and like the structures in
their area. According to a survey conducted in North Carolina, 58% of the respondents (n=400)
did not see a problem or could not think of a problem with developing a wind industry in the
State (O’Grady 2002). Of the people who had a problem, the majority (44%) said that visual
“pollution” is their major issue with wind power. However, other studies (Eltham, Harrison, and
Allen 2008; Kaldellis 2005) have shown that the attitude towards wind power of the public in
areas with wind farms is more positive than in areas with no prior experience. The people there
are in addition more likely to accept more wind turbines in their area. Also, the change of
attitudes in an area was investigated over the period of construction. Of the people who changed
their attitude (27% of respondents), 9 out of 10 had turned in favor of the use of wind power. The
conclusion indicates that public acceptance increases with the level of information and
experience (Krohn and Damborg 1999). Relating this to wind farm site selection, the placement
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of turbines in the visual periphery of urban areas and roads would benefit the public opinion on
wind power and stimulate the placement of more wind turbines in the area. As a side note, this
could explain the grouping of large wind farms in light populated areas of Texas and Minnesota,
even though high wind resources are widespread.
Noise is a quantifiable issue and more guidelines and regulations can be found on this aspect.
Typically, wind developers keep 500 meters distance of single dwellings in order to keep sound
levels at an appropriate level (Aydin et al. 2010; Baban and Parry 2001; Hansen 2003). Since
noise is the major reason for setbacks from urban areas, it is useful to look into it in more detail.
Noise propagation can be described by the logarithmic relations of sound power level at the
source (Lw) and sound pressure level at a location (Lp), both measured in dB. A simple relation
between Lp and distance to turbines is given as:
Eq. A-1

where:
Eq. A-2

H is the tower height and X is the observer’s distance to the tower. α is the atmospheric
absorption of 1,000 Hz sound and corresponds to 0.005 dB/m With the Vestas V80 sound power
level of 100 dB at the hub and a tower height of 78 m, the following decrease of sound pressure
level over distance can be expected (Figure A-1).
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Figure A-1: The Sound Pressure Level as a function of distance to the turbine tower for a source L w = 100 dB and tower
height of 78 m.

A summary of regulations for the maximum Sound Pressure Level in provinces of Canada was
published in 2007 (Howe, Gastmeier, and McGabe 2007). They range anywhere between levels
of 40 and 55 dB, values that are well within a distance of 500 m.
Although modern wind turbines rarely show safety concerns, safety distances for blade and ice
throws should be maintained. Because of the rare occasion of blade throws in modern turbines,
no extensive research has established a safety distance as a function of turbine height and rotor
diameter. However, (Larwood 2005) compared a series of simulations and small scale
experiments to come up with maximum blade and blade fragment ranges for different turbine
heights at normal operating conditions. The maximum range is expressed in turbine heights and
is calculated to be ~130 m for blade fragments of a 25 m high turbine. For the typical size of 80
m, the maximum range is about 350 m. Ice throws are better understood. Ice throw strikes in
moderate icing conditions (5 icing days per year) were found to be 1 in 1,000,000 per year, at a
distance of 350 m (Global Energy Concepts 2005). For ice throws, care should be taken with
roads, as ice fragments might present potential hazards to traffic. From these safety ranges it can
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be concluded that the 500 m range for noise pollution is sufficient to account for safety against
blade and ice throws as well.
Besides the criteria mentioned above, wind energy projects are not likely to be allowed in lands
serving a specific purpose like National Parks, Army grounds, Prisons, Wildlife refuges and Air
Force bases. These sites, as well as Indian Reservations, are excluded from the map.
A.2.1.2. Ecological criteria
Ecological impacts of wind turbines can be categorized in three groups: collision hazards for
birds and bats, destruction of wildlife habitat and destruction of vegetation. Strategic placement
of turbines outside important breeding grounds and high population areas can reduce the
ecological impact. Bird and bat mortalities from wind turbine collisions were counted in several
studies and summarized in 2008 (Miller 2008). Eighteen wind turbine farms with in total 1,569
turbines were reportedly the cause of 0.04-10 bird mortalities per turbine per year and 0.07-64
bat mortalities per turbine per year. Although the separate studies used different bias corrections
and are difficult to compare, the averages give an indication of what can be expected: 2.4 birds
and 12.2 bats per turbine per year. In order to prevent disturbance of animals in their habitats,
wind turbines should be placed a safe distance away from breeding grounds, specifically
wetlands and wildlife refuge forests. Wetlands are also protected for their hydrologic
characteristics (e.g., the collection of runoff water). In the tool described here, wetlands and
buffered areas around wetlands are considered infeasible sites for these reasons. Although strict
regulations do not exist on distances to lakes, the EIS must comply with federal laws and
regulations that oversee the environmental impact of the proposed project. Guidelines and
proposed rules for setbacks range from 150 to 5,000 m. (Baban and Parry 2001) collected
guidelines from 60 local authorities in the UK by means of a survey and determined a
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representative distance of 400 m to water bodies. This distance was set as the default constraint
in the NYS site selection tool presented here.
A.2.1.3. Physical constraints
Physical constraints for slopes were set at 10%, based on survey replies from 4 private wind
developer companies (Baban and Parry 2001). Construction of turbines on slopes greater than
10% is difficult because of limited accessibility of the cranes needed to lift heavy turbine
components. The slope raster dataset was derived from a GTOPO30 digital elevation model
(DEM) using the ‘slope’ function in ArcMap. Cell size is approximately 1 kilometer. Another
important consideration is the presence of porous grounds and caves (or karst). Since the
foundations of wind turbines transfer the weight of the turbines to the ground, they must
withstand great forces. Poor soil conditions can raise costs for the foundation type by 100% or
more (Bile 2010). Besides posing structural implications, caves are often home to endangered
species of fauna and are therefore avoided. From the USGS karst dataset, a selection is made for
karst that is above 100 m depth and these areas are considered infeasible. For NYS, no locations
were subtracted from the map, but it is important to take into consideration.
After the model subtracts all the above discussed areas from the map (including buffered zones),
the remaining sites are evaluated for their economic potential (Stage 2) and reviewed on impacts
on birds and their habitats (Stage 3).
A.2.2. Stage 2: Economic Evaluation
Wind energy developers aim for the highest economic return of their project to satisfy the
investor interests and make profits. Stage 2 of the SMCA addresses the economical value of
potential wind development sites. Besides the expected Rate-of-Return (ROR), the investment
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risk is also important. Investment risks exist in both pre- and post-construction periods. Before
construction there is the risk that the wind project experiences opposition from local inhabitants
and environmental groups for the reasons discussed in Stage 1. Besides them, independent
system operators (ISO’s) can pose implications for grid congestion issues and connection costs.
Post-construction, the main economic risk is from lower-than-expected yield and higher O&M
costs. Even though the major cost component of wind power is not spatially dependent (the wind
turbines), other components like foundations, road costs and grid connection are and they vary
considerably with location. An overview of capital costs, summarized by the EWEA, is given in
Table A-3.
Table A-3: Breakdown of the capital cost components for a typical onshore wind farm in Europe (European Wind Energy
Association 2009).

Component

Percentage of total cost

Spatially dependent

Grid Connection

2 to 10

yes

Source of dataset
(New York
Independent
Operator 2010)

Foundation

1 to 9

yes

Included in Stage 1

Land / clearing

1 to 5

yes

(United States Geological Survey 2007)

Road construction

1 to 5

yes

(United States Geological Survey 2010)

Wind Turbines

68 to 84

no

-

Electric Installation

1 to 9

no

-

Financial costs

1 to 5

no

-

Consultancy

1 to 5

no

-

System

Part of the grid connection and road construction costs can be considered fixed, since they
include roads and power lines between turbines and they do not vary with the location of the
entire wind farm. Similarly, since urban areas and karst grounds are avoided, land costs and
foundation installations should not vary significantly between sites. From this table and a paper
published in 2009 (Blanco 2009), the spatially dependent costs are estimated to be approximately
15-20% of the total costs. In the SMCA presented here, the spatially independent costs are
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estimated to be 79 M$ for a 50 MW wind turbine farm, based on a survey of Installed Project
Cost of $1,920/kW in 2008 (Wiser and Bolinger 2010). The spatial cost components of road
construction, grid connection and land clearing were added individually as follows.
A.2.2.1. Grid Connection
Grid connection costs are calculated in this model as a function of distance to the nearest
electricity line or substation. Some GIS-based spatial planning systems have been presented and
published before that completely neglected proximity to the grid and grid integration (Aydin et
al. 2010; Hansen 2003). Baban et al. included a maximum distance to the grid (10 km) as a
criterion. A more detailed assessment was done by Ramirez-Rosado et al., where a minimal cost
path was found by an optimization function in the GIS. Distance to the nearest grid is important
for feeder line costs, as well as power loss (the shorter, the better). For the tool presented here, a
map with substations and transmission lines from the New York Independent System Operator
(NYISO) was used. Based on (Green et al. 2007) it is estimated that the spatially variable grid
connection costs are a function of the required building or upgrading of a substation (Cnew, resp.
Cupgrade) and the distance to an existing transmission line or substation (xw-l resp. xw-s) in km.
Green et al. estimated the costs for three onshore 18 km cables at 5.59 M$ for the Danish 160
MW Nysted wind farm. A single (53 MW) cable is therefore assumed to cost $100,000 per km
(cline). Another source reports at least $200,000 per mile (125 $/m) (Windustry 2006). The cost
for feeder lines varies considerably due to fluctuating commodity prices. The cost for a new
substation is interpolated at 5 M$, while upgrading an existing substation (shunt reactor, bus bar
protection, etc.) is estimated to cost 2 M$. This translates into two simple cost equations that are
calculated for each location on the map. The cost of connecting to an existing substation is given
by:
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Eq. A-3

The cost of adding a substation and connecting to an existing line, is given by:
Eq. A-4

The minimum of Cs and Cl is integrated into the SMCA. Besides the cost for feeder lines that
connect the wind farm to the grid, congestion of transmission lines should be taken into account.
When proposing a multi-megawatt wind farm connection to the grid, power flow analysis must
be undertaken in order to assess whether the downstream transmission lines are able to cope with
the extra load. The results of such an assessment can be added to the model provided that data
are available.
A.2.2.2. Access roads
Access roads need to be sufficiently wide (typically 15 feet) and have strong pavements so that
heavy cranes and trucks carrying components can navigate to the turbine sites. Typically are
built by flattening and compressing the surface of the ground and gravel is deposited to prevent
slipperiness in wet weather conditions. Costs are set to $25 per foot, or $82,000 per km
(Windustry 2006) to the nearest existing road.
A.2.2.3. Land clearing
Land clearing costs are a less significant cost factor; the cost depends on the type of vegetation
present on site. For this, the National Land Cover Database was utilized (United States
Geological Survey 2007), along with web-references for land-clearing costs. From the total
acreage of the project, only 5 - 10% of the land is used for control buildings, access roads,
turbines (Bureau of Land Management and Argonne National Laboratory 2005). The rest can
maintain its former use (agriculture, etc.). For the proposed 50 MW farm in the tool,
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approximately 12 km2 are used (American Wind Energy Organization 2005). The land that needs
to be cleared is therefore on average about 1 km2. An overview of the estimated costs is given in
the table below. The NLCD of 2007 shows 17 different land cover types, of which 8 would
require land clearing.

Table A-4: Land clearing costs for different types of vegetation in the USGS database. The clearing costs for a 50 MW
project are for an area of 1 km2 (Multiple webpages et al. 2010).

Category

Description

Evergreen Forest

>5m tall evergreen

Clearing
($/acre)
~3,000

Deciduous Forest

>5m tall sheds foliage seasonally

~3,000

741,000

Mixed Forest

~3,000

741,000

Shrub/Scrub

>5m tall, both deciduous and evergreen
mixed.
<5m tall (true shrubs, young trees)

~1,000

247,000

Hay/Pasture

grasses, legumes, plants for livestock grazing

~60

15,000

Barren Land

bedrock, desert pavement, scarps, talus,
slides, sand dunes, etc.
annual crops (corn, soybeans, vegetables)

~40

10,000

~40

10,000

grassland/herbaceous
vegetation

~40

10,000

Cultivated Crops
Herbaceous

>80%

of

total

costs

Clearing costs for 50MW
wind farm ($)
741,000

The prices are based on a few references found online (Multiple webpages et al. 2010), since no
published information about land clearing costs is available.
A.2.2.4. Wind Resource
The most important factor that plays a role in economic feasibility is the local wind resource.
Assessments of wind resources based on geophysical and meteorological data over large
geographic areas are available from AWS Truepower. With a time series of wind speed,
direction, pressure and temperature data for a selected location at a certain height (AWS
Truepower 2010), AWS is able to estimate the Annual Energy Production (AEP) with an
uncertainty of 10-15%. As a resource assessment for this tool, a map was imported to the GIS
that was published by AWS. It shows average wind speeds at increments of 0.5 m/s at 80 m
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height (AWS Truepower and NREL 2010). The expected electricity yield of the 50 MW farm is
based on a Rayleigh distribution of wind speeds and the power curve of a Vestas V80 2MW
wind turbine (Vestas 2008). Array wake losses and electrical losses were assumed at 20% of
AEP (Manwell, McGowan, and Rogers 2009). The estimated AEP was cross-checked with
existing wind turbine farms using the EPA’s eGRID database which contains recorded electricity
production numbers for 2004 and 2005. The average AEP of existing farms built between the
years 2000-2003 corresponded to the expected yield for their locations, but a 25% error was
found. This error can be explained by different sizes and brands of turbines, since the variability
in AEP data of the eGRID database is substantial, even for the same wind farm in the two
different years. The total revenue from electricity production is translated into the Net Present
Value (NPV) by annualizing the electricity yield multiplied with the expected revenue (default:
72 $/MWh (Gillenwater 2008)). This electricity price can be changed by the user of the tool, in
case a fixed price bilateral agreement is negotiated with a private party.
A.2.3. Stage 3: Bird impact evaluation
Sites are also evaluated for potential impacts on birds. Although a thorough environmental
impact analysis is required for the EIS, it is beneficial to address impacts on birds before a site is
selected. One existing dataset that provides some information on critical bird habitats, is the
dataset for “Important Bird Areas” (IBA) which was obtained from Audubon (Audubon 2011).
The IBA program is an international bird conservation initiative which identifies IBAs according
to standardized, scientific criteria through a collaborative effort among government agencies,
conservation groups, academics, and environmental groups. So far, 136 IBAs are identified in
New York, with a total area of 3.5 million acres. Besides the spatial extent of the IBAs, the
dataset shows what types of birds congregate in large numbers in each IBA, including a marker
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for Species at Risk (SAR) and Responsibility Species Assemblages (RSA). The latter is for
habitats of assemblages of species whose long-term conservation is the responsibility of New
York State. None of the 15 existing wind turbine farms in NYS happen to be located in any of
these areas. Along with the feasibility and economic optimization map, the IBAs can help in
finding the right location for a wind project. However, comprehensive site surveys have not been
conducted for each IBA, therefore, the data provided by IBAs cannot be relied on as a definitive
statement of the presence or absence of all species at a given location. Therefore, individual site
assessments are still necessary. However, individual site assessments are still necessary, because
not all migratory bird species are accounted for in the IBA dataset.
A.3. Results
An overview of the results for wind farm site selection in New York State can be seen in Figure
A-2. The default values discussed above were used as inputs for the SMCA. The results of Stage
1 to 3 are shown as gray infeasible site polygons, colored (yellow to red) raster of Net Present
Value and crosshatched IBAs.
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Figure A-2: Map showing the results of site selection modeling for New York State. None of the existing wind turbine
farms were found to be located within 'infeasible sites' and Important Bird Areas (IBAs). The green rectangle in the
North of the State is the area of Figure A-3.

According to the model and the listed constraints and economic assumptions, the total capacity
of wind that can be installed in NYS amounts to 86 GW, based on 4 MW/km2 of feasible sites,
excluding sites with a negative NPV. The results of the SMCA were compared with the locations
of 15 existing wind farms (1,281 MW). None are located in areas that were deemed infeasible
according to our model. Regarding economic evaluation, it is found that existing wind farms are
located in- or close to high NPV centers. With the Net Present Value split up in 9 classes, it is
found that the farms are located as follows:
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Table A-5: Overview of the number of wind farms and total capacity found in each Net Present Value class, based on
outcome of the spatial economic evaluation of the tool.

NPV Class

NPV range (M$)

# wind farms

Total capacity (MW)

1 (worst)

-8 to 0

1

37.5

2

0 to 7

2

99

3

7 to 14

1

40

4

14 to 21

1

20

5

21 to 28

7

661.6

6

28 to 35

1

30

7

35 to 42

1

81

8

42 to 49

1

322

9 (best)

49 to 56

-

-

It should be noted that the areas of 7, 8 and 9 are only very small portions of the map and most of
them are in mountainous areas, where steep slopes make wind turbine development complicated.
According to the model, all but one (Dutch Hill Wind Power Project) creates a net profit for the
developer. The analysis is based on aggregated values, since the locations of wind farms are
represented by points, not polygons. The points on the map are set to a wind turbine located in
the middle of the farm. A more accurate method would be to map every individual wind turbine
in a farm and then sum the expected yield to find the aggregate yield for the wind farm.
Figure A-3 shows details of site selection optimization in an area in the north of New York State;
the green oval shows an area of ~22 km2 where a high NPV class was determined by our model.
This demonstrates how the tool can be used for selecting high-potential sites for wind turbine
projects.
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Figure A-3: Example of site selection for a high-potential wind project (green oval) in the North of NYS. The highlighted
location has the second highest Net Present Value class found by the model in NYS.

A.4. Findings
Site selection for wind turbine projects is of great importance. Many acceptance issues can be
prevented by early selection of the right location for a project. A GIS provides powerful
calculating capacity that can assess multiple layers of large geographic areas and display the
results in usable maps. The Spatial Multi Criteria Analysis (SMCA) tool presented in this paper
showcases the use of GIS for site selection in New York State. It shows that it can successfully
select feasible sites, assess their economic value and give a preliminary impact assessment on
birds’ habitats. Besides this, it can be used for prioritization of sites for effectively achieving
Renewable Portfolio Standard goals. It should be noted that this GIS tool does not make an
individual assessment of the project site redundant, as the expected yield is an estimate, and a
thorough environmental impact analysis is required for the EIS. Finally, a power flow analysis is
needed to assess line loadings for transmission lines that the wind farm is feeding power to.
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Appendix B: Variability Assessment
The source code displayed in this appendix was used to assess variability from data of different
PV plants. All the files shown below (and additional files for cleaning and processing data) can
be downloaded in zip-format from (http://tiny.cc/RvHSourceCode).
B.1. DARCAT_analysis.m
This m-file was used to determine DAR categories for each day of data and plot histograms and
CDF graphs of minute-by-minute data.
%
Copyright:
Rob
van
Haaren
Columbia
University/First
Solar
rv2216@columbia.edu
% In this m-file I collect the Irradiance DARs for a single
% 'representative' meter in the plant, and I will create 5 CDFs for each
% category that hold all data from days within that category. Later I can
% put IRR CDFs next to the plant CDFs and show geographic dispersion per
% category.

-

clear all
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OUTPUT OF CODE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% IRR_1_TotalDARnumlistBLY2010.mat
% RR_CDF_IRR1_cat.fig
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% INPUT FROM USER %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
PLA = 'TIL';
YR = '2011';
MTR = '1';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% import DARs and put them in one 365x1 table
filename
=
['E:\First
Solar\Solar
Data\',PLA,'\','IRR_',MTR,'_TotalDARSummary',PLA,YR,'.mat'];
if exist(filename) == 0
disp('NO IRR_TOTALDARSUMMARY FOUND FOR THIS PLANT-YEAR-METER, run:
Process_IRR_min.m')
break
end
importfile(filename);

% fill in day/month of data
for i=1:numel(TotalIARRlist(:,1))
if isempty(TotalIARRlist{i,1}==1)
continue
end
TotalIARRlist{i,1}(:,2) = 1:numel(TotalIARRlist{i,1}(:,1));
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TotalIARRlist{i,1}(:,3) = i;
end
TotalIARRnum = cell2mat(TotalIARRlist);
% find indices of days within the 5 categories
indcat1 = find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)<3);
indcat2 = setdiff(find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)<13),indcat1);
indcat3 = setdiff(find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)<23),find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)<13));
indcat4 = setdiff(find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)<33),find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)<23));
indcat5 = find(TotalIARRnum(:,1)>=33);
indNaN = find(isnan(TotalIARRnum(:,1)));
% now we start making the graphs for categories. load each month of data
% and pull the ramp rates from there. To speed things up, I will prevent
% reloading xlsx data. I will only load each month once.
MO = '0';
tic;
for j=1:numel(indcat1(:,1))
if num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat1(j,1),3)) == MO
% then all data has been loaded already (no need to reload)
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat1(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist1{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
else
MO = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat1(j,1),3));
a = 'E:\First Solar\Solar Data\';
c = 'th_month_';
filename = [a,PLA,'/',YR,'/',MO,c,'IRR',MTR,'.xlsx'];
if exist(filename) == 0
disp('NO IRR_xth_month.xlsx DATA FOUND FOR THIS PLANT-YEAR-METER-MONTH,
if incorrect run: Import_Irr_min.m')
continue
end
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(filename);
% select only numdaytime (threshold = 2 W/m2)
indofdaytime = find(num(:,3)>2);
num = num(indofdaytime,:);
raw = raw(indofdaytime,:);
% calculate step changes pu.
num(1,4) = 0; %fill in first step-change.
for t=2:numel(num(:,1)) %all minutes of the month
num(t,4) = (num(t,3) - num(t-1,3))/1000;
end
% Display new column with daynumber in raw
[date, time] = strtok(raw(:,2));
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat1(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist1{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
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end
end
toc;
figure;
hold on
cat1rr = abs(cell2mat(outputlist1));
h1 = cdfplot(cat1rr(:,1));
set(h1,'color','r');
% cat 2
MO = '0';
for j=1:numel(indcat2(:,1))
if num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat2(j,1),3)) == MO
% then all data has been loaded already (no need to reload)
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat2(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist2{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
else
MO = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat2(j,1),3));
a = 'E:\First Solar\Solar Data\';
c = 'th_month_';
filename = [a,PLA,'/',YR,'/',MO,c,'IRR',MTR,'.xlsx'];
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(filename);
% select only numdaytime (threshold = 2 W/m2)
indofdaytime = find(num(:,3)>2);
num = num(indofdaytime,:);
raw = raw(indofdaytime,:);
% calculate step changes pu.
num(1,4) = 0; %fill in first step-change.
for t=2:numel(num(:,1)) %all minutes of the month
num(t,4) = (num(t,3) - num(t-1,3))/1000;
end
% Display new column with daynumber in raw
[date, time] = strtok(raw(:,2));
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat2(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist2{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
end
end
cat2rr = abs(cell2mat(outputlist2));
h2 = cdfplot(cat2rr(:,1));
set(h2,'color','g');
% cat 3
MO = '0';
for j=1:numel(indcat3(:,1))
if num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat3(j,1),3)) == MO
% then all data has been loaded already (no need to reload)
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat3(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
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outputlist3{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
else
MO = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat3(j,1),3));
a = 'E:\First Solar\Solar Data\';
c = 'th_month_';
filename = [a,PLA,'/',YR,'/',MO,c,'IRR',MTR,'.xlsx'];
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(filename);
% select only numdaytime (threshold = 2 W/m2)
indofdaytime = find(num(:,3)>2);
num = num(indofdaytime,:);
raw = raw(indofdaytime,:);
% calculate step changes pu.
num(1,4) = 0; %fill in first step-change.
for t=2:numel(num(:,1)) %all minutes of the month
num(t,4) = (num(t,3) - num(t-1,3))/1000;
end
% Display new column with daynumber in raw
[date, time] = strtok(raw(:,2));
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat3(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist3{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
end
end
cat3rr = abs(cell2mat(outputlist3));
h3 = cdfplot(cat3rr(:,1));
set(h3,'color','b');
% cat 4
MO = '0';
for j=1:numel(indcat4(:,1))
if num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat4(j,1),3)) == MO
% then all data has been loaded already (no need to reload)
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat4(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist4{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
else
MO = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat4(j,1),3));
a = 'E:\First Solar\Solar Data\';
c = 'th_month_';
filename = [a,PLA,'/',YR,'/',MO,c,'IRR',MTR,'.xlsx'];
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(filename);
% select only numdaytime (threshold = 2 W/m2)
indofdaytime = find(num(:,3)>2);
num = num(indofdaytime,:);
raw = raw(indofdaytime,:);
% calculate step changes pu.
num(1,4) = 0; %fill in first step-change.
for t=2:numel(num(:,1)) %all minutes of the month
num(t,4) = (num(t,3) - num(t-1,3))/1000;
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end
% Display new column with daynumber in raw
[date, time] = strtok(raw(:,2));
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat4(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist4{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
end
end
cat4rr = abs(cell2mat(outputlist4));
h4 = cdfplot(cat4rr(:,1));
set(h4,'color','c');
% cat 5
MO = '0';
for j=1:numel(indcat5(:,1))
if num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat5(j,1),3)) == MO
% then all data has been loaded already (no need to reload)
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat5(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist5{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
else
MO = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat5(j,1),3));
a = 'E:\First Solar\Solar Data\';
c = 'th_month_';
filename = [a,PLA,'/',YR,'/',MO,c,'IRR',MTR,'.xlsx'];
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(filename);
% select only numdaytime (threshold = 2 W/m2)
indofdaytime = find(num(:,3)>2);
num = num(indofdaytime,:);
raw = raw(indofdaytime,:);
% calculate step changes pu.
num(1,4) = 0; %fill in first step-change.
for t=2:numel(num(:,1)) %all minutes of the month
num(t,4) = (num(t,3) - num(t-1,3))/1000;
end
% Display new column with daynumber in raw
[date, time] = strtok(raw(:,2));
d = num2str(TotalIARRnum(indcat5(j,1),2));
e = [MO,'/',d,'/',YR];
indofday = strmatch(e,date(:,1));%finds indices of the day.
outputlist5{j,1} = num(indofday,4);
end
end
cat5rr = abs(cell2mat(outputlist5));
h5 = cdfplot(cat5rr(:,1));
set(h5,'color','m');
cat1nr = num2str(numel(indcat1));
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cat2nr
cat3nr
cat4nr
cat5nr
cat1lg
cat2lg
cat3lg
cat4lg
cat5lg

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

num2str(numel(indcat2));
num2str(numel(indcat3));
num2str(numel(indcat4));
num2str(numel(indcat5));
['Irradiance Cat. 1: ',cat1nr,'
['Irradiance Cat. 2: ',cat2nr,'
['Irradiance Cat. 3: ',cat3nr,'
['Irradiance Cat. 4: ',cat4nr,'
['Irradiance Cat. 5: ',cat5nr,'

days'];
days'];
days'];
days'];
days'];

legend(cat1lg,cat2lg,cat3lg,cat4lg,cat5lg)
xlabel('Absolute Ramp Rate (p.u./min)');
ylabel('Probability');
plottitle = ['Irradiance Minute-by-Minute Ramp
categories of days - ',PLA,' ',YR];
title(plottitle);
% save graph!
filename
=
['E:\First
Data\',PLA,'\',YR,'\','RR_CDF_IRR',MTR,'_cat.fig'];
saveas(gcf, filename, 'fig')

Rate

CDF

for

five

DAR

Solar\Solar

% fill in TotalIARRnum category based on Irradiation values. and save it
TotalIARRnum(indcat1,4)=1;
TotalIARRnum(indcat2,4)=2;
TotalIARRnum(indcat3,4)=3;
TotalIARRnum(indcat4,4)=4;
TotalIARRnum(indcat5,4)=5;
TotalIARRnum(indNaN,4)=NaN;
filename
=
['E:\First
Data\',PLA,'\','IRR_',MTR,'_TotalDARnumlist',PLA,YR,'.mat'];
save(filename, 'TotalIARRnum');

Solar\Solar

B.2. File: Process_inverter_shells.m
Code used to calculate variability for multiple steps of increasing capacity within a single plant
(1x1 inverter, 2x2 inverters, 3x3 inverters, … 8x8 inverters).
% Process Single inverter data from CMS with shells. Input data is 2011,
% separate file for each inverter.
clear all
%input data
invcap = 525; %inverter capacity
%import all_data file.
importfile('E:\First Solar\Solar
importfile('E:\First Solar\Solar
importfile('E:\First Solar\Solar
importfile('E:\First Solar\Solar

(kW)
Data\COP\2011\all_data_inv.mat');
Data\COP\2011\all_data_timestamp.mat');
Data\COP\2011\cms_inv_outline.mat');
Data\COP\2011\daytime_aN.mat');

%prepare CMSoutline so that column-numbers can be selected.
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CMSoutline = CMSoutline-1367;
%reallocate memory the size of daytime values we're working with
daytime_aN_nrofrows = numel(daytime_aN);
Allinvaggr_RR = zeros(daytime_aN_nrofrows,8);
hold on
for step=1:8
rowcolmin = 9-step;
stepcols = CMSoutline(rowcolmin:8,rowcolmin:8);
nrofinv = numel(stepcols);
stepcap = nrofinv*invcap;
stepalloutput = alledata(daytime_aN,stepcols);
stepinvaggr = sum(stepalloutput,2);
stepinvaggr_pu = stepinvaggr/stepcap;
Allinvaggr_RR(2:end,step) = abs(diff(stepinvaggr_pu));
%make final cdf plot (hold is ON see before loop)
cdfplot(Allinvaggr_RR(:,step));
%
plot(Allinvaggr_RR(1757:5722,step),'DisplayName','Allinvaggr_RR(1757:2722,1:8
)','YDataSource','Allinvaggr_RR(1757:2722,1:8)');figure(gcf)
end
plottitle = '1-min Ramp Rate CDF: Shells Method - Copper Mountain 2011';
title(plottitle);
xlabel('RR/Pcap');
ylabel('Cumulative Probability');
% num2 = num(:,2);
% %% start steps
%
% for step=1:4 %numel(COP_inverters(1,:))
%
% find nonzero elements for step
%
stepinvlist = COP_inverters(find(COP_inverters(:,step)),step);
%
nr_of_stepinv = numel(stepinvlist);
%
for i=1:nr_of_stepinv
%
step_ind_of_inv(:,i) = find(num(:,1)==stepinvlist(i,1));
%
end
%
%
step_kw_of_inv = num2(step_ind_of_inv);
%
nep = numel(step_kw_of_inv(1,:));
%
step_kw_of_inv(:,nep+1) = sum(step_kw_of_inv,2);
%
%
% delete nighttime rows: cutoff at 8 W/m2
%
indofdaytime = find(step_kw_of_inv(:,nep+1)>8);
%
daytimedata = step_kw_of_inv(indofdaytime,nep+1);
%
%
% start calculating ramp rates p.u./min
%
for j=2:numel(daytimedata(:,1))
%
daytimedata(j,2) = daytimedata(j,1)-daytimedata(j-1,1);
%
end
%
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%
% Calculate absolute fractional change (p.u./min); 1u =
nr_of_stepinv*500
%
daytimedata(:,3) = abs(daytimedata(:,2))/(nr_of_stepinv*500);
%
%
% CREATE CDF OF FRACTIONAL CHANGE
%
figure(1);
%
hold on
%
cdfplot(daytimedata(:,3));
%
ylim([0.98,1.001])
% end
%
% plottitle = ['1-min Ramp Rate CDF - Shell Method'];
%
title(plottitle);
% xlabel('RR/Pcap');
% ylabel('Cumulative Probability');
%
%
% % % save graph to folder
%
%
filename
=
['E:\First
Solar\Solar
Data\',PLA,'\',YR,'\IRR',MTR,'_RR_vsdvCDF_month_',MO,'.fig'];
% %
saveas(gcf, filename, 'fig')
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Appendix C: ESU Dispatch source-code
This Appendix includes the primary ESU dispatch source code files. All files, including
additional functions for data-cleaning, plotting, and summarizing of results (not shown here) can
be downloaded in zip-format from (http://tiny.cc/RvHSourceCode).
C.1. File: main.m
This is the main m-file of the model where the user specifies the simulated period for each PV
plant, the ESU power capacity and the forecast mode (‘perfect’ or ‘extrapolate’). For each
selected combination of variables, the file calls runESU.m which runs the model for each month
of data.
% Energy Storage Unit dispatch - Main m-file
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

using a time series of second-by-second power output data to optimize ESU
dispatch for RR reduction.
output: datanum ->
(:,1)=P,
(:,2)=dPdt,
(:,3)=P(ESUadjusted),
(:,4)=ESUpower=col3-col1.,
(:,5)=ESU_SOC (end of t-period),
(:,6)=action[0:none,1:dispatch,2:recovery],
(:,7)=Pavg_mov_noESU,
(:,8)=Pavg_mov,
(:,9)=Pavg_limup,
(:,10)=Pavg_limlow,
(:,11)=ESU_selfdisch_losses,
(:,12)=ESU_transfer_losses,

clearvars -except AssetIDlist;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%INPUTS%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% list of plants to run: row, fromyr, frommo, toyr, tomo
plantrowlist = {
2,2010,1,2010,12;
%blythe
16,2011,7,2012,6;
%cimarron
7,2011,1,2011,12;
%sarnia
23,2011,1,2011,12;
%tilbury
28,2012,2,2012,6;
%Agua
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};
%ESU maxs rows: plants as above.
%columns: VRLA, LIION, FWHP, FWPE, UCAP
ESU_maxs = {
[500,1000,2000,4500],[500,1000,2000,4500],[100,200,400,750],[500,1000,1500,21
50],[100,200,400,650];
[],[],[],[],[];
[],[],[],[],[];
[],[],[],[],[];
[],[],[],[],[];
};
forecastmodes = {'extrapolate'}; % or 'perfect'
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for fi = 1:numel(forecastmodes)
forecastmode = forecastmodes{fi};
inputparams
=
{'plantlist',plantrowlist;'ESU_maxs',ESU_maxs;'forecastmode',forecastmode;};
global parentdir;
parentdir = ['E:\First Solar\Solar Data\RawData\'];
%add folder with functions and get AssetIDlist
addpath('E:\First Solar\Functions\');
addpath('E:\First Solar\Solar Data\EnergyStorage\Modules\');
addpath('E:\First Solar\Solar Data\EnergyStorage\ESUtypes\');
load AssetIDlist;
%create output folder for results
c=clock;
dmonth = num2str(c(2));
dday = num2str(c(3));
dhr = num2str(c(4));
Runfolder = ['Run',dmonth,'-',dday,'-',dhr];
outputfolder
=
['E:/First
Solar/Solar
Data/EnergyStorage/resultssummary/Run',dmonth,'-',dday,'-',dhr,''];
if ~exist(outputfolder, 'dir')
mkdir(outputfolder);
else
for fo = 2:100
newoutputfolder = [outputfolder,'-',num2str(fo)];
if ~exist(newoutputfolder, 'dir')
mkdir(newoutputfolder);
outputfolder = newoutputfolder;
Runfolder = ['Run',dmonth,'-',dday,'-',dhr,'-',num2str(fo)];
break;
end
end
end
filenameinputs = [outputfolder,'/model_inputs.mat'];
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save(filenameinputs, 'inputparams');
for p = 1:numel(plantrowlist(:,1))
plantname = AssetIDlist{plantrowlist{p,1},1}
pcap = AssetIDlist{plantrowlist{p,1},8}*1000;
if(isempty(ESU_maxs{p,1})
isempty(ESU_maxs{p,3}))
continue;
end

&&

isempty(ESU_maxs{p,2})

&&

%%%%%%% now run several runESU(datanum, ESUparams) to derive conclusions
%make these dependent on plant size (pcap).
ESUalgotypes = {'restrecover';'dynamicrest'};
ESUalgotypes{1,2} = [(19/20),(1/20),(12/20),(8/20),pcap*0.05]; %RR params
ESUalgotypes{2,2} = pcap*0.05; %DR follow output max 5% of plant output.

nrofmonths
=
(plantrowlist{p,4}-plantrowlist{p,2})*12
+
(plantrowlist{p,5}-plantrowlist{p,3})+1;
for mo=1:nrofmonths
imonth = plantrowlist{p,3}+mo-1;
iyear = plantrowlist{p,2};
if imonth > 12
iyear = iyear+floor((imonth-1)/12);
imonth = imonth-12;
end
filelist{mo}
=
['pla3600-',num2str(iyear),'',num2str(imonth),'.mat'];
end
for mo=1:nrofmonths
filename = [parentdir,plantname,'\',filelist{mo}];
openedstruct = open(filename);
alledata = openedstruct.alledata;
tempdata = cell2mat(alledata(:,2))*-1; %convert to positive output.
datanum = cleandata(tempdata);
datanum(1,2) = 0;
datanum(2:end,2) = diff(datanum(:,1));
RunMonth = num2str(mo);
result = cell(1,1);
for j = 1:numel(ESU_maxs(p,:)) %loop ESU technologies
if isempty(ESU_maxs{p,j})
continue
end
if j==1
for k=1:numel(ESU_maxs{p,j})%loop ESU sizes
tic;
result{j,k}
=
runESU(datanum,VRLA(ESU_maxs{p,j}(k)),ESUalgotypes{1,1},ESUalgotypes{1,2},pca
p,RunMonth,Runfolder,forecastmode); resultsfolder=['results_VRLA'];
toc;
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result{j,k}{3,4} = ESU_maxs{p,j}(k);
end
elseif j==2
for k=1:numel(ESU_maxs{p,j})
result{j,k}
=
runESU(datanum,liion(ESU_maxs{p,j}(k)),ESUalgotypes{1,1},ESUalgotypes{1,2},pc
ap,RunMonth,Runfolder,forecastmode); resultsfolder=['results_LIION'];
result{j,k}{3,4} = ESU_maxs{p,j}(k);
end
elseif j==3
for k=1:numel(ESU_maxs{p,j})
result{j,k}
=
runESU(datanum,flywheelHP(ESU_maxs{p,j}(k)),ESUalgotypes{2,1},ESUalgotypes{2,
2},pcap,RunMonth,Runfolder,forecastmode); resultsfolder=['results_FWHP'];
result{j,k}{3,4} = ESU_maxs{p,j}(k);
end
elseif j==4
for k=1:numel(ESU_maxs{p,j})
result{j,k}
=
runESU(datanum,flywheelPE(ESU_maxs{p,j}(k)),ESUalgotypes{2,1},ESUalgotypes{2,
2},pcap,RunMonth,Runfolder,forecastmode); resultsfolder=['results_FWPE'];
result{j,k}{3,4} = ESU_maxs{p,j}(k);
end
elseif j==5
for k=1:numel(ESU_maxs{p,j})
result{j,k}
=
runESU(datanum,UCap(ESU_maxs{p,j}(k)),ESUalgotypes{2,1},ESUalgotypes{2,2},pca
p,RunMonth,Runfolder,forecastmode); resultsfolder=['results_UCAP'];
result{j,k}{3,4} = ESU_maxs{p,j}(k);
end
end
end
plantresults{mo} = result;
end
filenameresults
[outputfolder,'/allmonths',num2str(pcap/1000),'MW.mat'];
save(filenameresults, 'plantresults');
end
end% forecastmode
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C.2. File: runESU.m
This m-file is called by main.m for each selected combination of parameters. It cycles through
each second of PV data and decides on the appropriate dispatch of the ESU.
function [results] = runESU(datanum, ESUparams,
Pcapplant, RunMonth, Runfolder, forecast)

ESUalgotype,

algoparams,

%load data:
numeldata = numel(datanum(:,1));
%plotting: uncomment for setting plot boundaries of time.
%plottime.begin = 6000;
%plottime.end = 240000;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global avgperiod;
avgperiod = 60; %seconds per averaging period
RRlimit = 0.1; %p.u./avgperiod

Grid parameters

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global Pcap;
Pcap = Pcapplant; %kW

Plant parameters

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Model parameters
global dPdt_period smoothlimit;
dPdt_period = 10; %number of seconds to take average slope from.
smoothlimit = 0.02; % percentage of capacity above and below lower and upper
limit to start smoothly dispatching ESU
switch ESUalgotype
case 'restrecover'
ESUalgotypeABR = 'RR';
ESU_sweetup = algoparams(1)*ESUparams{2,2}; % kWh
ESU_sweetlow = algoparams(2)*ESUparams{2,2}; % kWh
ESU_restup = algoparams(3)*ESUparams{2,2}; % kWh when ESU is resting,
slowly return to rest range.
ESU_restlow = algoparams(4)*ESUparams{2,2}; % kWh
ESU_torestP = algoparams(5); % kW recharge/discharge to rest-state
case 'dynamicrest'
ESUalgotypeABR = 'DR';
ESU_sweetup = 0; % kWh
ESU_sweetlow = 0; % kWh
ESU_restup = 0; % kWh when ESU is resting, slowly return to rest
range.
ESU_restlow = 0; % kWh
ESU_torestP = algoparams(1); % kW recharge/discharge to rest-state
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% set ESU parameters
%%%%load parameters from ESUparams
global ESU_max;
ESU_max = ESUparams{2,2}; %kWh max ESU capacity
ESU_min = ESUparams{3,2}; %kWh min ESU capacity
global ESU_effcharge ESU_effdischarge ESU_SOC;
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ESU_effdischarge = ESUparams{9,2};
ESU_effcharge = ESUparams{10,2};
ESU_RampRate
=
ESUparams{11,2};
%kW/s
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CEIQFjAC
&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ercot.com%2Fcontent%2Fmeetings%2Fetwg%2Fkeydocs%2F2010%
2F1001%2FBeacon_Power_presentation_PSWG_meeting_10.1.10_FINAL.ppt&ei=BUUmUY2e
IPCJ0QHr9oCQCg&usg=AFQjCNHwdCe_UaoNFYrhdJBmjKAaqObH4A&sig2=zSUBWBSjaZyTQDA5_SKdQ&bvm=bv.42661473,d.dmQ
%include a function to describe self discharge:
%[ESUnewSOC] = ESU1selfdisch(SOC) -->each type of ESU will have its own
%fucntion.
ESU_selfdistype = ESUparams{12,2};
ESU_selfdis = ESUparams{13,2}; %in fraction/second of selfdistype
ESU_maxPcharge = ESUparams{14,2};
ESU_maxPdischarge = ESUparams{15,2};

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
start loop
% it is illegal to take any raw power data from datanum >= time t
%set some initial value for Pavg_last
Pavg_last = sum(datanum(1:avgperiod,1))/avgperiod;
ESU_SOC = (ESU_max)/2; %starting SOC for ESU
datanum(1,6) = 0;
for t=1:numeldata
%uncomment for debugging at the set timestep.
%if t==127720
%end
Pt = datanum(t,1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% module1: ESU loses energy %[turn into function]
[ESU_selfdisch_losses] = module1(ESU_selfdistype,ESU_selfdis);
datanum(t,11) = ESU_selfdisch_losses;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% module2: calculate Pavg_last
%calculate Pavg_last only at beginning of new period.
if rem(t,avgperiod)==1 && t>avgperiod
currentperiod = ceil(t/avgperiod);
lastperiod = currentperiod-1;
firstentry = (lastperiod*avgperiod)-avgperiod+1;%first entry of last
period
lastentry = lastperiod*avgperiod;%last entry of last period
Pavg_last = sum(datanum(firstentry:lastentry,3))/avgperiod; %includes
ESU power in column 4..
%calculate Pavg_current limits: Pavg_limup and Pavg_limlow
Pavg_limup = Pavg_last+Pcap*RRlimit;
Pavg_limlow = Pavg_last-Pcap*RRlimit;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if t>avgperiod %computations that need some short term historical data..
Pavg_mov_noESU
=
sum(datanum(lastentry+1:t1,1))/numel(datanum(lastentry+1:t-1,1)); %changed to not include t
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Pavg_mov
=
sum(datanum(lastentry+1:t1,3))/numel(datanum(lastentry+1:t-1,1)); %includes ESU power in column 4..
datanum(t,7) = Pavg_mov_noESU;
datanum(t,8) = Pavg_mov;
datanum(t,9) = Pavg_limup;
datanum(t,10) = Pavg_limlow;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% module3: try forecasting output first. [forecastavg]
tleft = avgperiod-numel(datanum(lastentry+1:t-1,1));%changed
switch forecast
case 'extrapolate'
dPdt
=
sum(datanum(t-dPdt_period:t-1,2))/dPdt_period;
%changed
from t-dPdt_period+1:t
for i=1:tleft
periodleft(i,1)
=
datanum(t-1,1)+(i*dPdt);
%changed
from
datanum(t,1)
end
Pavg_periodleft = sum(periodleft(:,1))/tleft;
forecastavg
=
(sum(datanum(lastentry+1:t1,3))+sum(periodleft(:,1)))/avgperiod;%forecast
of
current
periodavg
including 'changed' past output.
periodleft(:,1) = 0;
case 'perfect'
if lastentry+avgperiod < numeldata
forecastavg
=
(sum(datanum(lastentry+1:t-1,3))
+
sum(datanum(t:lastentry+avgperiod,1)))/avgperiod;
datanum(t,13) = forecastavg;
else
forecastavg = 0;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% module4: determine ESU power limits
ESUpowerlast = datanum(t-1,4);
ESU_powerlimits
=
module4(ESUpowerlast,ESU_RampRate,ESU_max,ESU_min,ESU_maxPcharge,ESU_maxPdisc
harge);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% module5: action or not: find ESU_proposedpower
[action,dispatch,ESU_proposedpower]
=
module5(ESUalgotype,forecastavg,Pavg_limup,Pavg_limlow,ESU_restup,ESU_restlow
,tleft,ESU_torestP,Pt);
datanum(t,6) = action;%log what action was taken
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%ESU_powerproposed: calculate losses & impact on SOC
%[transferlosses] = ESUlosses(ESU_powerproposed);
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switch dispatch
case 'charge'
if ESU_proposedpower < ESU_powerlimits(1)
ESU_proposedpower = ESU_powerlimits(1);
end
transferlosses
=
abs(ESU_proposedpower*(1ESU_effcharge))/3600;
case 'discharge'
if ESU_proposedpower > ESU_powerlimits(2)
ESU_proposedpower = ESU_powerlimits(2);
end
transferlosses
=
abs(ESU_proposedpower*(1ESU_effdischarge))/3600;
case 'idle'
transferlosses = 0;
end
%calculate new ESU_SOC
ESU_SOC = ESU_SOC-transferlosses-(ESU_proposedpower/3600); %kWh
datanum(t,4) = ESU_proposedpower; %in kW
datanum(t,12) = transferlosses; %in kWh
end
%log SOC ESU
datanum(t,5) = ESU_SOC;
%corrected power output:
datanum(t,3) = datanum(t,1)+datanum(t,4); %adds ESUpower to total power
end
%make graph only if it's the last month:
% if lastmonth == 1
%
hold all
%
tic;
%
[AX,p1,p2]
=
plotyy(0:(plottime.endplottime.begin),datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,1),0:(plottime.endplottime.begin),datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,5));
%
set(p1,'LineWidth',3,'DisplayName','Power (no-ESU)');
%
set(p2,'LineWidth',3,'DisplayName','SOC-ESU [kWh]');
%
p3=plot(datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,7),'DisplayName','Pavgmov
(no-ESU)','Parent',AX(1));
%
p4=plot(datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,9),'DisplayName','Pavglimup','Par
ent',AX(1));
%
p5=plot(datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,10),'DisplayName','Pavglimlow','P
arent',AX(1));
%
p6=plot(datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,3),'-','DisplayName','Power (with-ESU)','Parent',AX(1),'LineWidth',2);
%
p7=plot(datanum(plottime.begin:plottime.end,8),'-','DisplayName','Pavgmov (with-ESU)','Parent',AX(1));
%
ylabel(AX(1),'Power (kW)');
%
ylabel(AX(2),'Energy (kWh)');
%
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
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%
ylim(AX(1),[-100,Pcap]);
%
drawnow
%
ylim(AX(2),[0,ESU_max]);
%
set(AX(1),'YTickMode','auto','Box','off');
%
set(AX(2),'YTickMode','auto','Box','off');
%
%
set(AX(1),
'XTick',
6000:6000:plottime.end,
'XTickLabel',
6000:6000:plottime.end);
%
set(AX(2),
'XTick',
6000:6000:plottime.end,
'XTickLabel',
6000:6000:plottime.end);
%
%
set(AX,'xlim',[plottime.begin plottime.end]);
%
drawnow
%
set(AX(2),'Position',get(AX(1),'Position'));
%
filenamefig
=
['E:/First
Solar/Solar
Data/EnergyStorage/results_',ESUparams{1,2},'/',num2str(Pcap/1000),'MW',ESUparams{1,2},num2str(ESU_max),'kWh',ESUalgotype,'.fig'];
%
saveas(gcf,filenamefig);
%
close all;
%
toc;
% end
%assess performance:
%1.service level: number of penalties without and with ESU.
[averageddata_noESU,flatdata_noESU] = timeaverage(datanum(:,1),60);
averageddata_noESU(2:end,2) = diff(averageddata_noESU(:,1));
[averageddata_ESU,flatdata_ESU] = timeaverage(datanum(:,3),60);
averageddata_ESU(2:end,2) = diff(averageddata_ESU(:,1));
%noESU........count exceedance of power: kW/min exceeding 8,000 kW/min
for i=1:numel(averageddata_noESU(:,2))
if averageddata_noESU(i,2) > Pcap*RRlimit*1.01
averageddata_noESU(i,3) = averageddata_noESU(i,2)-Pcap*RRlimit;
elseif averageddata_noESU(i,2) < -1*Pcap*RRlimit*1.01
averageddata_noESU(i,4) = averageddata_noESU(i,2)+Pcap*RRlimit;
else
averageddata_noESU(i,4) = 0;
end
end
exc_noESU_up(1,1) = sum(averageddata_noESU(:,3))/60;%this is in kWh
exc_noESU_up(1,2) = nnz(averageddata_noESU(:,3));
exc_noESU_down(1,1) = sum(averageddata_noESU(:,4))/60;
exc_noESU_down(1,2) = nnz(averageddata_noESU(:,4));
%ESU..........count exceedance of power: kW/min exceeding 10%/min
averageddata_ESU(:,3:4) = 0;
for i=1:numel(averageddata_ESU(:,2))
if averageddata_ESU(i,2) > Pcap*RRlimit*1.01
averageddata_ESU(i,3) = averageddata_ESU(i,2)-Pcap*RRlimit;
elseif averageddata_ESU(i,2) < -1*Pcap*RRlimit*1.01
averageddata_ESU(i,4) = averageddata_ESU(i,2)+Pcap*RRlimit;
else
averageddata_noESU(i,4) = 0;
end
end
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exc_ESU_up(1,1) =
exc_ESU_up(1,2) =
exc_ESU_down(1,1)
exc_ESU_down(1,2)

sum(averageddata_ESU(:,3))/60;%this is in kWh
nnz(averageddata_ESU(:,3));
= sum(averageddata_ESU(:,4))/60;
= nnz(averageddata_ESU(:,4));

%2.Energy lost due to ESU losses
loss_ESU(1,1) = sum(datanum(:,11));%selfdischazrge
loss_ESU(1,2) = sum(datanum(:,12));%transferlosses
%3.Max Power drawn from ESU/sent to ESU
max_ESUpower(1,1) = max(datanum(:,4));
max_ESUpower(1,2) = min(datanum(:,4));
results{1,1}
results{1,2}
results{1,3}
results{1,4}
results{2,1}
results{3,1}
results{4,1}
results{4,2}
results{5,1}
results{5,2}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

exc_noESU_up;
exc_noESU_down;
exc_ESU_up;
exc_ESU_down;
loss_ESU;
max_ESUpower;
'mileage (kWh)';
sum(abs(diff(datanum(:,5))));
'mileage (cycles)';
sum(abs(diff(datanum(:,5))))/(ESU_max*2);

filenameavgdata
=
['E:/First
Solar/Solar
Data/EnergyStorage/resultssummary/',Runfolder,'/',num2str(Pcap/1000),'MW',ESUparams{1,2},num2str(ESU_max),'kWh-',ESUalgotypeABR,'mo',RunMonth,'avgdata.mat'];
filenamedatanum
=
['E:/First
Solar/Solar
Data/EnergyStorage/resultssummary/',Runfolder,'/',num2str(Pcap/1000),'MW',ESUparams{1,2},num2str(ESU_max),'kWh-',ESUalgotypeABR,'mo',RunMonth,'datanum.mat'];
filenameavgdatanoESU = ['E:/First Solar/Solar Data/EnergyStorage/resultssummary/',Runfolder,'/',num2str(Pcap/1000),'MW-0kWhmo',RunMonth,'avgdata.mat'];
tic;
save(filenameavgdata, 'averageddata_ESU');
save(filenameavgdatanoESU, 'averageddata_noESU');
%save(filenamedatanum, 'datanum');
toc;
end
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C.3. File: module1.m
module1.m is called for every timestep by runESU.m and calculates the self-discharge losses for
the specific ESU technology. Some ESUs lose energy proportional to their State-Of-Charge
(‘propSOC’), others as a fraction of their nameplate capacity (‘fractioncap’).
function [ESU_selfdisch_losses] = module1(ESU_selfdistype,ESU_selfdis)
global ESU_SOC ESU_max;
switch ESU_selfdistype
case 'propSOC' %proportional to SOC (like flywheel selfdischarge)
ESU_selfdisch_losses = (ESU_selfdis*ESU_SOC); %kWh
ESU_SOC = ESU_SOC-ESU_selfdisch_losses; %
if ESU_SOC < 0
ESU_selfdisch_losses = ESU_selfdisch_losses + ESU_SOC;
ESU_SOC = 0;
end
case 'fractioncap' %simply fraction of capacity (like battery)
ESU_selfdisch_losses = (ESU_selfdis*ESU_max); %kWh
ESU_SOC = ESU_SOC-ESU_selfdisch_losses; %
if ESU_SOC < 0
ESU_selfdisch_losses = ESU_selfdisch_losses + ESU_SOC;
ESU_SOC = 0;
end
end

C.4. File: module4.m
This file finds the ESU power limits (ramp-based, SOC-based and Power-based) for each
timestep.
%module 4: Calculate power limits of ESU.
function
[ESU_powerlimits]
=
module4(ESUpowerlast,ESU_RampRate,ESU_max,ESU_min,ESU_maxPcharge,ESU_maxPdisc
harge)
global ESU_SOC;
%Ramp-based limits:
%[charge (smaller value than last), discharge (bigger value than last)]
Ramp_limits = [ESUpowerlast-ESU_RampRate ; ESUpowerlast+ESU_RampRate];
%SOC-based limits:
%[charge (negative), discharge (positive)]
SOC_limits
=
[min([-1*((ESU_max-ESU_SOC)*3600),0])
ESU_min)*3600),0])];
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;

max([((ESU_SOC-

%Power-based limits:
Power_limits = [ESU_maxPcharge ; ESU_maxPdischarge];
%final ESU-power limits for this second.
ESU_powerlimits
=
[max([Ramp_limits(1),SOC_limits(1),Power_limits(1)])
min([Ramp_limits(2),SOC_limits(2),Power_limits(2)])];

;

end

C.5. File: module5.m
This file calculates the proposed ESU charging/discharging power depending on the dispatch
strategy (‘restrecover’ or ‘dynamicrest’) and is called for each timestep in runESU.m.
%module 5: Propose ESU power: ESU_proposedpower
function
[action,
dispatch,
ESU_proposedpower]
=
module5(ESUalgotype,forecastavg,Pavg_limup,Pavg_limlow,ESU_restup,ESU_restlow
,tleft,ESU_torestP,Pt)
global ESU_SOC avgperiod Pcap ESU_max;
switch ESUalgotype
case 'restrecover' %have a simple rest-band to which SOC will recover.
if forecastavg>(Pavg_limup) || forecastavg<(Pavg_limlow)
action = 1;%action required
elseif ESU_SOC>(ESU_restup) || ESU_SOC<(ESU_restlow)%
(idle) or 2 (recovery)
action = 2;%action=recovery
else
action = 0;%action=idle
end

action

=

0

switch action
case 0 %idle: do nothing at all
dispatch = 'idle';
ESU_proposedpower = 0;
case 1 %action: charge or discharge ESU
%dispatch = 'charge' when charge needed (charge), 'discharge'
when power needed
%(discharge)
if forecastavg>(Pavg_limup)
dispatch = 'charge';
else dispatch = 'discharge';
end
switch dispatch
case 'charge' %negative ESU power output ;)
%proposed P_ESU ->(t,4): !before! losses
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ESU_proposedpower
=
-1*((forecastavgPavg_limup)*avgperiod)/tleft;
case 'discharge' %positive ESU power output ;)
%proposed P_ESU ->(t,4): !after! losses
ESU_proposedpower
=
((Pavg_limlowforecastavg)*avgperiod)/tleft;
end
case 2 %bring ESU back to desired rest-level.
if ESU_SOC>(ESU_restup)
dispatch = 'discharge';
else dispatch = 'charge';
end
switch dispatch
case 'discharge'
ESU_proposedpower = ESU_torestP;
case 'charge'
ESU_proposedpower = ESU_torestP*-1;
end
end
case 'dynamicrest' %SOC follows power output proportionally
if forecastavg>(Pavg_limup) || forecastavg<(Pavg_limlow)
action = 1;%action required
%dispatch = 'charge' when charge needed (charge),
when power needed
%(discharge)
if forecastavg>(Pavg_limup)
dispatch = 'charge';
else dispatch = 'discharge';
end

'discharge'

switch dispatch
case 'charge' %negative ESU power output ;)
%proposed P_ESU ->(t,4): !before! losses
ESU_proposedpower
=
-1*((forecastavgPavg_limup)*avgperiod)/tleft;
case 'discharge' %positive ESU power output ;)
%proposed P_ESU ->(t,4): !after! losses
ESU_proposedpower
=
((Pavg_limlowforecastavg)*avgperiod)/tleft;
end
else %recover.. there is no 'idle' state, it's always recovering.
action = 3;
Pperunit = Pt/Pcap;
if Pperunit < 0
Pperunit = 0;
elseif Pperunit >0.95%leave a little bit of space for upward
ramps that go beyond
%Pcap.
Pperunit = 0.95;
end
SOCdesired = Pperunit*ESU_max;
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ESU_proposedpower = (ESU_SOC-SOCdesired)*(10);
second. the 10 constant is random
if ESU_proposedpower > ESU_torestP
ESU_proposedpower = ESU_torestP;
end
if ESU_proposedpower < ESU_torestP*-1
ESU_proposedpower = ESU_torestP*-1;
end
if ESU_proposedpower > 0
dispatch = 'discharge';
else
dispatch = 'charge';
end
end
end
end
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%kW

for

that

Appendix D: ESU Capital Cost tables
The tables below were used to calculate the total added capital costs for each PV plant.
Interconnection
($/kW)

Installation

Hardware

Total

5MW

76

228

304

10MW

68

274

342

25MW

26

262

288

50MW

25

256

281

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

980

774

862

1292

255

installation

20

36

215

324

25

ESU (MW)

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

2.2

2.2

2.16

2.08

7

9

9

9

8.6

32.5

30.24MW

12.3

12.2

12

11.6

42.5

80MW

22.7

22.7

21.6

21.6

80

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

Storage ($/kW)
total

5MW
21MW

interconnection ($)

668,800

668,800

656,640

632,320

2,128,000

21MW

3,078,000

3,078,000

3,078,000

2,941,200

9,360,000

30.24MW

4,206,600

4,172,400

4,104,000

3,967,200

11,942,500

80MW

6,537,600

6,537,600

6,220,800

6,220,800

22,480,000

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

5MW

2,156,000

1,702,800

1,861,920

2,687,360

1,785,000

21MW

8,820,000

6,966,000

7,758,000

11,111,200

8,287,500

5MW

ES costs ($)

30.24MW

12,054,000

9,442,800

10,344,000

14,987,200

10,837,500

80MW

22,246,000

17,569,800

18,619,200

27,907,200

20,400,000

Eng & Cont costs
($)

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

5MW

52,800

61,833

157,174

208,000

176,750

21MW

198,900

235,853

637,790

843,660

412,425

30.24MW

271,830

319,712

850,387

1,137,960

531,009

80MW

259,688

352,892

1,300,441

1,888,704

999,547
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General contractor
($)

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

423,720

355,740

377,784

497,952

586,950

21MW

1,784,700

1,506,600

1,625,400

2,107,860

2,647,125

30.24MW

2,439,090

2,042,280

2,167,200

2,843,160

3,417,000

80MW

4,317,540

3,616,110

3,726,000

5,119,200

6,432,000

5MW

VRLA

Li-ion

FWHP

FWPE

UCAP

5MW

3,301,320

2,789,173

3,053,518

4,025,632

4,676,700

21MW

13,881,600

11,786,453

13,099,190

17,003,920

20,707,050

30.24MW

18,971,520

15,977,192

17,465,587

22,935,520

26,728,009

80MW

33,360,828

28,076,402

29,866,441

41,135,904

50,311,547

Total costs ($)
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